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Abstract and introduction 
- . ., =-
{ . 
This thesis is an attempt to genoralise the methods of two 
papers [9], [11] by James and Thomas on enumoration problems. 
The first five sections consider the problem of enumerating 
the homotopy classes of cross-sections of a fibration F c X ~ B • 
In §l, we define certain groups rr~(p) by stabilizing (in a suitable 
sense) the homotopy groups of the space of cross-sections of p. 
We obtain generalisod 'difference classes' and 'obstruction classes' 
as elements of ~~ (p) and ~~l (p) respectively, and hence relate 
these to the enumeration pro bIen. 
§2 develops the theory of modified Postnikov towers (1.iPT' a) 
for fibrations in vhich the fundamental group of the base acts 
non-trivially. For this we need techniques for handling k-invariants 
with local coefficients, but the theory in other respects parallels 
that of Mahowald [13] and Thomas [23]. An existence theorem is 
proved in 2.10. §3 introduces the notion of 'stable modified 
Postnikov tower', which is a crude device to facilitate the setting 
up of the spectral sequence in the following section. A stable 
~~T for a fibration kills the stahle homotopy groups of the fibre, 
just as an MPT kills the unstable ones. The existence of stable 
towers follows from the possibility of 'de-looping' UPT's in the 
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stable range (3.3). In §4 we set up a spectral sequence (4.19) 
which, in the simplest case, has the foro E~,t ~ Ht(B;rr:F) => rr: (p) 
where rr~F is the slth stable homotopy group of F. This is our 
s 
main tool for calculating rr: (p) , and for enumerating cross-sections. 
An essentially similar approach to the enumeration problem has been 
used (independently) by J.F. lTcClendon [12]. Our spectral sequence 
appears to be a formalisation of the last section of [12]. 
In §5 we compute 1!IPl" s for the fibrations BO ... BO • 
n 
These 
extend the calculations of l:Iahowald [13] for BSO ... BSO to the 
n 
non-orientable case and to the next two homotopy groups of the fibre. 
Instead of giving the defining relations of the k-invariants, we 
display the corresponding differentials in our spectral sequence: 
these contain equivalent information. We apply the results of the 
computations to determine the number of regular homotopy classes of 
immersions of real projective n-space pn in Euclidean space in 
dil:lensions near the stable range. 
§6 considers the probleo of deteroining the number of real 
k-plane bundles over a complex X which are stably equivalent to 
a given bundle. The methods here are developoents cf those of James 
and Thomas [9]. Ole Generalise one of the theorems of [9] to non-
orientable bundles, and enmaerate (n-l)- and 
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(n-2)- dimensional normal bundles to pn in certain cases. 
I am very grato~u1 to Pro~essor D.B.A. Epstein, my research 
adviser, for the suggestions ~rom which this work grew and ~or much 
encouragement. 
§l. The a-stable homotopy grOUpS of a fibration. 
1.0 We use the term fibration to mean a surjective map 
which has the homotopy lifting property for all spaces. 
Throughout this section we oonsider fibrations with a fixed 
CW-complex B as base. It p: E .... B is a f:ibration, we denote 
by sec p the space of sections {f:B .... E Ipf ~ ~J with the 
compaot-open topology. 
1.1 Lemma. Let (p,p'):(E,E') .... (B,B) b~ a pair of 
fibrations with fibre-pair (F,F'). Suppose th~ pair (F,F') is 
k-connected. Then the pair (sec p, seo p') is (k-dim B)-connected. 
Proof. Take aqy map f:{Dr, gr-I) .... (sec p, Bee p') with 
r , k - dim B. Then f is adjOint to a section t ot the 
fibration p xl: E x Dr .... B x Dr such that riB x Sr-~c E' x Sr-l. 
Since the' Mmen'sion of the -base' of the fibration-pair 
(p x 1, pi x l):(E x Dr, E' x Dr) .... B x Dr is not ereater than 
the co~nectivl ty of the fibre-p'air (F ,F i), the section r is 
1 ' " 
homotopic reI B x ~- to a section of p' x 1. Taking the 
" r-l' , , r 
adjoint, we obtain a homotopy reI S from f to a map D .... sec pt. 
Hence ~ (sec p, sec pi) ~ O. 
r 
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1.2 Let dB be the category whose objects are ~ibrations 
with base B and whose morphisms are fibre-preserving maps. We 
introduoe two ~unctors Cf, )..,a: dB .... dB. Suppose p:E .... B is a 
fibration with fibre F. 
The fibration !?"p. The total space E(ap) is obtained 
from E x I by.identifying the points (e, t) and (e',t') if pe s~e' 
and t = t' E aI. We givo tIn" l'AElulting set the ooarseat topology 
Clonsistt:llt with the continuity of' the maps onto I, E given by 
(e, t) .... t (all (e, t» and (e, t) .... e (t ,. aI), and cof 
up : E(ap) .... B by (e,t) .... pee Thus ap is homeomorphic to the 
Whitney join o~ p with a trivial SO-bundle. 
The fibre ~F of up is a retopologised version of the 
unreduced suspension SF. However, ~F ~ SF because the map 
1> : ~F .... SF given by 
c/>(e,t) = 
(e,O) 
(e,2t - ~) 
(e,l) 
t , 1/4-
1/4- , t , 3/4-
t ;;. 3/4 
is a homotopy inverse for 1 : SF .... ~F. 
Dp has two sections so,sl: B .... E(ap) defined by sl(b) = (e,i) 
where e E p-~. We call s the canonical section and use s as 
o --- 0 
base-point in seo ape 
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The fibration >..ap. The total space E(>"op) consists of 
the set o~ all paths" : I -+ E(op) which satisfy 
(i) ,,(I) c some fibre of op 
and (ii) w(O) E So(B), w(l) E sl(B) • 
~e give E(>"op) the compact-open topology and define 
. . 
>..CTp : E(>"op) -+ B by w -+ pw (I). Thus the fibre of >..op is the 
space IJ:F of paths in EF from one suspension point to the other. 
1.3 We construct a c~onical embedding ¢:E C E(>"op) by taking 
the point e to the path t -+ (e,t). This gives a natural 
transformation 1 -+ >"CT, and an embedding sec p C sec Aop. 
1.4 Proposition. The pair (sec AUP, sec p) is (2 conn F - dimB + 1)-
connected. 
Proof. Consider the fibration-pair (>..op,p). Since 
EF ~ SF, Freuden~~aI's suspension theorem shows that the 
fibre-pair (AZF,F) is (2 conn F + I)-connected. The result 
now follows from 1.1. 
1.5 Proposition. Suppose p has a seotion s:B -+ E. Then 
s e sec p C sec >..op induces isomorphisms 
s~:~ (seo >"OPis) -+ ~ l(seo opj s ) for all r ~ O. ~ r r+ 0 
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Proof. We use s to construct a based homotopy equivalence 
between 8eo ACP and the loop apace n(sec cp; s ). 
, 0 
) (I 0 1 sec ACP is homeomorphic to the path-space P = (sec ap,so,sl " 
under the adjointnes5 relation [E(ap)I]B ~ [E(ap)B]I. Construct a 
path p in sec cp,by p(t)(b) = (s(b),l-~) for t E I, b E B. Then 
p(O) = 51' pel) = s. Define a map P ..... n (sec crp; a ) by 
·00
~ ..... ~*P, where * denotes track addition. This is a homotopy 
equivalence, but the composite 
sec Aap ~ P ..... ;o(sec up j so) 
-1 
carries the base-point s to the loop p *P. Using the 
-1 
obvious contraction of the loop p .p, modify the homotopy equivalence 
to a based· 'QnQ. The result follows. 
1.6 Whether p admits sections or not, we can apply the last 
proposition to the fibrations crnp for n > 0, taking s to be 
the canonical section s • 
o 
Combining the resulting isomorphism 
so# with the homomorphism induced by the embedding E(anp) C E(Aacrnp), 
we obtain a puspension homomorphism a. as the composition 
( n ) ( n+l ) ( n+l ) g sec a Pi s ..... g Bec AU Pi s ~ g 1 sec U Pi So • 
r 0 r 0 r+ 
Since the fibre ~~ of ~np has connectivity at least 
conn F + n, 1.4 shows that cr. is an isomorphism for 
r , 2 conn F + 2n - dim B, and. an epimorphism fo r 
- 10 -
r = 2 conn F + 2n + 1 - dim B. 
1.7 ,Definition. Let i be an integer. The i'th ~-stable homotopy 
group 1T~(P) of the fibration p is the dh'ect limit of the system 
tJ 
* ( n+l ~ 11' i 1 sec C Pi n+ + 
If dim B is finite this sequence consists of isomorphisms from 
some point onward: indeed ttn+i(sec cnp; so) ~ 1T~ (p) if 
n ~ i + dim B-2 conn F. 
The following result is the reason for our interest in these 
groups. 
1.8 Theorem. Let p : E ~ B be a fibration with fibre F. Suppose 
that p admits sections and that B is a complex of dimension, 2 conn F. 
Then there is a free, transitive action of the abelian group 1Tc (p) 
o 
on the set of homotopy classes of sections of p. 
Proof. Since dim B , 2 conn F + 1, 1T1 (8ec up; so) ~ 1T~ (p) • 
The set of homotopy classes of sections of p is 11' (sec p), which 
o 
maps isomorphically onto 11' (sec A,up) by 1.4 because dim B , 2 conn F. 
o 
Hence it suffices to produce a free transitive action of 1T1(sec apj so> 
on 11' (sec ~cp). But 11' (sec A,cp) is the set of homotopy classes of 
o 0 
paths in sec up which begin at So and end at sl; and 11'1 acts freely 
and transitively on this set by track addition. 
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1.9 Coro11arY_ If dim B ~ 2 conn F, the number o£ homotopy 
olA. ..... "'o "'-£ 6or.d:iI"1l<l nf' p is p:t+~~er zoro tJr equals the order of 
1T~(P)' 
1.10 If dim B ~ 2 conn F, we define the difference element 
~(f,g) of any hvo sections f, g of p~ ~(f,g) is the unique 
elpnlE'nt of' 1TO'(p) Cl.lt:'.h that ~(f ,g). {g} = {f} p "heJ:s thl:: d.ot denotes 
o 
the action of 1.8. We deduoe from 1.8 : (i) ~(f,g) + ~(g,h) = ~(r,h) 
(ii) for fixed f and variable 
g, ~(f,g) takes all values in 1TO'(p) 
o 
(iii) ~(f,g) = 0 iff f ~ g. 
If dim B , 2 conn F + 1, we define the obstruction element 
C5(p) E 1T~l(P) as follows. O'p satisfies the hypotheses of 1.8, 
and we set O(p) = ~(s ,51) E 1TO'(up) = 1TO'l(P) • 
o 0 -
1.11 Theorem. Assume dim B ~ 2 conn F + 1. Then p has a section 
iff C(p) = O. 
Proof. If ~(so,sl) = 0 then 8
0
, 81 E sec p are homotopic. Any 
path joining them gives a section of AO'p. Hence seo AO'p is non-empty. 
By 1.4, sec p is also non-empty. The converse is trivial. 
This makes it clear that the group 1T~l(P) is non-zero in general. 
Our next task is to set up a spectral sequence for computing the 
groups 1T~ (p). 
§2. Modified. Postnikov towers with local coefficients 
2.0 In this section we shall 'Want to construct maps by 
Dsthods of obstruction theory. We therefore restriot our attention 
entirely to spaoes and pairs having the homotopy tYIle of C7 
complexes and C'Ij pairs. The theorems of D. 7) and Proposition (0) 
of[21J are sufficient to ensure that none of our constructions 
leads outside this class. 
2.1 We consider Eilenb~rg-MacII/;l.ne spaoes K(G,n) satisfyjng 
the follovdng conditions: 
(i) K(G,n) is a topological abelian group 
(ii) the discrete automorphism group aut G acts on K(G,n) 
by continuous group automorphisms (such that the induced action on 
'IT K(G,n) ~ G is the obvious one). 
n 
Such K(G,n) are easily constructed for any countable abelian 
group G and n ~ 0 : one either takes the Milnor realisation [16] 
of the standard semi-simplicial abelian group K(G,n) [ 5 ], or one 
observes that the construction of I,1ilgram (1l4-],§4.) yields such a 
space. 
Let B be a connected space with base-point 0, and let 9 be 
a system of local coefficients on B with vertex group G (i.e. G is 
the group assigned to the base-point by 9 ). According to 
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Steenrod ([22]~ §31.1), we may regard 9 as a bundle over B with 
fibre G and group (essentially) aut G. Such a bundle is 
determined by a homomorphism ~lB ~ aut G: that is, by a ~IB-modu1e 
structure on G. Taking K(G,n) as above, we form from 9 the 
associated b~ndle with fibre K(G,n). We denote this by 
e : ~(G,n) ~ B, and call it the Eilenberg-r:IacLane .£.bject over B 
of type (G,n) corresponding to the ~IB-modu1e G. 
Since aut G acts by group automorphisms on K(G,n), XB(G,n) ~ B 
is an abelian group object in the category of spaces over B. The 
zero of this structure is the section B ~ KB(G,n) which picks out the 
sero in each fibre. We shall identify B vdth its image under this 
section. 
The abelian group structure on K(G,n) induces group structures 
on the path space PK(G,n) and loop space OK(G,n), and aut G acts on 
these by automorphisms. Let PB~(G,n) ~ B be the bundle associated 
to 9 with fibre PK(G,n). Then the end-point map PK(G,n) ~ K(G,n) 
yields a map of bundles PBKB(G,n) ~ KB (G,n) vmich is a fibration of 
the total spaces. Restricting this fibration to B C KB(G,n), we obtain 
the bundle associated to 9 with fibre OK(G,n). This is an 
Eilenberg-1IacLane object over B of type (G,n-l). Thus we have a 
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diagram 
B c K:s(G,n) 
2.2 Let (X,A) be a pair and f : X .... B be a map. Then we 
* may take the induced bundle f 9 over X and form the cohomology 
groups ~(X,Ai f*9) of ([22],§3l) (first replacing (X,A) by a 
homotopy equivalent CW pair if necessar,y). 
We consider maps g : (X,A), .... (KB(G,n),B) which are fibrewise 
over f; that is, which satisfy €g = f : X .... B. We denote by 
[(X,A), (KB(G,n),B)]f the set of equivalenoe classes of such maps under 
the relation of homotopy through maps of the same kind. The abelian 
group structure on t: RB(G,n) .... B induces a group struoture on 
[ (X,A), (KB «(4-,n),B) Jf· 
2.3 PropositiO.,!l. [(x,A),(KB(G,n),B)}--- ~(X,Aif*9). 
Proof. It suffices to prove this when (X,A) is a CW pair. 
101 Consider the induoed bundle f ~ over X : 
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E -+ ~(G,n) 
f*ej, J,~ 
X! B 
f*e has a zero section s : X -+ E induced from the zero section 
of e. If h is any section of f*e such that hlA = slA, we can from 
the primary difference d(h,s) E ~(X,A; B("n» as in [22], 
where B(" ) denotes the 'bundle of n'th homotopy groups of the 
n 
fibre' of f*e. Clearly B(" ) ~ f"'9. Consider the correspondence 
n 
{h} -+ d(h,s). By Theorem 37.2 of [22], any element of ~(X,A;f*9) 
can be realised as d(h,s) for some section h over ~+l U A: but 
then h e~ends to the whole of X becauBo of the vanishing of the 
higher homotopy groups of the fibre. Likewise two sections give the 
same difference class iff they are homotopic over Xn U A: but then 
they are homotopic over X. Hence {hI -+ d(h,s) is a bijection. But 
there is an evident bijection benleen the set of homotopy classes 
{hI and the set [(X,A),(I~(G,n),B)]f. The proposition follows. 
In future we shall usually denote ~(X,A;f*9) by Hn(X,A;G) and 
call it the n'th cohomology group with coefficients in the "lB-module 
G. This only makes sense when a map f : X-+ B is specified, but it 
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will be clear from the context which map is meant. 2.3 shows 
that (KB(~,n),B) represents the functor ~( I ; ~) on the 
categor,y of pairs over B: hence there is a universal class 
~n E gn(KB(~,n),B;G). 
2.4 The LarnY-Serre spectral seguence. 
Let p : Y -+ X be a fibration wi th connected fibre and base. 
Denote by F the fibre over x E X. Suppose there is a local 
x 
system of groups 9:x -+ 9 on X with vertex group G. Then 
x 
x-+ HS(F ;9 ) determines a local system on X: for any path from 
x x 
x to Xl E X induces a homotopy equivalence F I ~ F and an 
x x 
isomorphism 9 ~ 9 II and hence 
x x 
Call this local system HS(F;9). 
an isomorphism HS(F j9 ) ~ HS(F 1;9 f). 
x x x x 
Then by modifying standard methods 
one obtains a Leray-Serre spectral sequence 
(The method of [4] adapts well if X has any kind of simpliCial 
structure, and we can reduce the general case to this special one by 
replacing X by the realisation of its singular complex). The 
E~'s term is HO(XjHs (F,9», which is isomorphic to the invariant 
subgroup of HS(FjG) under the action of glX given by the loca+ 
system HS(F;9). The transgression T:E~'s -+ E~+l,o is the additive 
- 17 -
*,-1 relation (p a in 
2.5 Lemma. Let G be a ~lB-module. Consider the 
spectral sequence of the fibration OK(G,n) C PBRB (G-,n) -+ ~ (G-,n) 
with the natural local system on KB(G,n). Let ~n-l E ~-l(OK(G-,n);G) 
and ~n E ~(KB(G,n),B;G) be the universal classes. Then 
o,n-l A l.n_l E E2 and t n-l transgresses to - Ln 
Proof. L 1 corresponds to the identity map in 
n-
Hom(ff lOK(G-,n),G-) - Hom (G-,G-). Hence it is invariant under the n- ...., 
o n-l . i j 
action of ~lBJ and appears in E2' • S1nce E' = 0 for 
o < j < n - 1, L 1 is transgressive. It transgresses to some 
n-
element of ~(XB(G,n),B;G-) C ~(KB(G,n);G-) (inclusion since B is a 
retract) because If(B;G) maps isomorphically to If(PB~ (G,n) ;G) • 
...., 
Let B be the universal cover of B. Consider the diagram 
OK(G,n) = OK(G,n) 
J, J, 
13 x PK(G,n) PBEB(G,n) 
J, J, 
B x K(G,n) RB(G,n) 
- 18 -
obtained by pulling back the fibration to the universal cover 
B x K(G,n) of the base. Tho fibration on the left is the product 
with B of the usual path fibration over K(G,n), and the induced 
coefficients on ~ x K(G,n) are untwisted: thus ~ 1 transgresses 
n-
to - (1 x\.) E If(B x K(G,n), 'B; G). The result follows by 
n 
- .. 
naturalit,y of the transgression, since " ..... 
ffU(KB(G,n),B;G) ~ ffU(B x K(G,n),BjG) is a monomorphism, as follows 
from the spectral sequence of the fibration 
2.6 Notation. In discussing k-invariants, we shall have to 
nl ~ deal with elements of groups like H (X,A;GI ) e ... e H (X,A;Gk) 
where Gl , ••• , Gk are ~IB-modules and the.coefficient bundles over 
X are all induced by a single fixed map X ~ B. It soems worth while 
to have a systematic notation. We get this by introducing graded 
coefficient modules. 
Definitiol1_ Let r = {r~iE z be a graded ~IB-I:lodule, and let a 
map X ~ B be specified. We define the generalised cohomology group 
1e.,n(X,A;r) to be th.e direot product niEZ~+n(X,A;r i): we oall its 
elements Benerali~ed cohomology classes. 
- 19 -
nl ~ Thus we deal with H (X,A;Gl ) e ••• e H (X,A;Gk ) by 
setting r = G. for i = 1, ••• , k and r. = 0 otherwise: then 
~ 1 J 
• 0 nl-l ~-1 
the above group ~s de (X,Ajr) and H (X,AjG1 ) ED ••• ED H (X,AjGk ) 
appears as ge-l(X,A;r). 
The functor ~+n( j r i ) , defined on the category of pairs 
over B, is represented by the Eilenberg-MacLane fibration 
, ; r) is represented by the fibre 
product of these fibrations: we denote this generalised 
Eilenberg-MacLane object by '1< (r ,n) -+ B. Taking the fibre product 
of the diagrams in 2.1, we obtain 
1( (r ,n-l) = '131<.. (r ,n) C PBK(r ,n) 
B c 1«r,n) • 
We call PB1<{r,n) -+ j(r,n) the universal fibration over ~Cr,n). 
We can obviously generalise the spectral sequence to the case 
of graded coefficients by taking direct products. 
2.7 Proposition. Suppose we have a fibration p : Y-+ X with 
connected fibre F, a graded ~lB-module r, and a map ¢:X -+ B. Let 
a E l1e nCF jr) be a generalised class which is transgressive in the 
- 20 -
spectral sequence of p with coefficients r. Then there is a 
commutative diagram 
F TI.O!c{r. ,n+i+l) 
J. J. 
J, J, 
y 
-+ PBk(r,n+l) 
p J, J, 
x 1( (r ,n+l) 
such that F -+ TIiOK(ri,n+i+l) represents a. 
Proof. First take the special case when r is concentrated 
in one dimension m, i.e. r i = 0 for i I m. Then a e If+m(Fjrm) • 
. .n+m+l( ) Let a transgress to PErt Xir. By 2.3, the class -P can 
. m 
be represented by a map f : X -+ KB(rm,n+m+l) which is fibrewise 
over B. Since p.p = 0 there is a homotopy, fibrewise over B, from 
the composite fp : Y-+ KB(rm,n+m+l) to the zero map 
Y-+ Be KB(rm,n+m+l). The adjoint of such a homotopy is a map 
Consider ¢IF:F -+ ox(r ,n+m+l). 
m 
This represents some class a' E ~+m(F;r ) which, by 2.5 and 
m 
- 21 -
naturality, transgresses to fl. Hence a - at transgres,ses to zero, 
and so 8(a - at) E ffO+m+l(y,F;r ) is zero. Therefore a - a' is the 
m 
restriction of some class y E ~+m(y;rm).Represent y by 
¢t:y~ 0BKB(rm,n+m+l), and form ¢ + ¢t :Y ~ PBKB(rm,n+m+l) using. 
the group structure of the object PBKB(rm,n+m+l) ~ B. Then (¢ + ¢')IF 
represents the class a' + (a - at) = a, and ¢ + ¢tstill lifts 
f:X ~ KB(rm,n+m+l). This establishes the special case. We deduce 
the general result by treating each r i separately, and forming fibre 
products over B. 
2.8 DefinitJo~. Let p:Y ~X be a fibration with connected 
o PI fibre F, and ¢:X ~ B a map. We say (Y 4 Yl ~ X, r ,k) 
is an elementary factorisation of p oy~,if 
(i) r is a graded ?TlB-module and k E -at l(Xjr) 
(ii) Pl:Yl ~X is induced from the universal fibration 
by k : X ~ j(r,l), and Plq = P : hence there is a commutative 
diagram 
Y ~ Y1 PB:'I( (r,l) 
..... 
P~ J,Pl J, 
X k k (r,l) ~ 
¢~ ~ ...-./ Ic'./ 
B 
- 22 -
(iii) qIF:F ~n.nK(r.,i+l) induces an epimorphism of 
~ ~ 
homotopy groups in every dimension (i.e. qlF represents a 
spherical set of cohomology classes in the sense of [13], [23]). 
We refer to r as the coefficient module, and to k as the 
k-invarinnt, of the factorisation. 
Let Fl be the fibre of q:Y.~ Yl • Then Fl is homotopy 
equivalent to the fibre of qIF:F ~ninK(ri,i+I), so by (iii) there 
are short exact sequences 
2.9 Definitio21. Let p:y~ B be a fibration with fibre F, 
where F,Y, Bare connected. A modified Postnikov tower (1.G'T) cAi 
for p (with local coefficients) of height s is a diagram 
K(rs-1,1) j( (rI ,1) 1( (ro ,1) 
ks- l i kIf kO i 
wit : yS s-1 yl yO B Y ~ ~ Y ~ ••• ~ ~ = 
such that (i) the composite y~ yO is P 
(ii)for 0 , t < s, (Y~ yt+l ~ yt, rt,kt) is 
an elementar,y factorisation of y~ yt over yt ~ B. 
- 23 -
Let Ft be the fibre of Y -+ yt. Then FO = F and there are 
t+l t t 
short exact sequences 0 -+ rriF -+ rriF -+ r i -+ 0 for 0 ~ t < s, 
all i. 
We say e,/1 kills homotopy groups up to rr F if FS is r-connected: 
I-
that is, if y-+ yS is an (r+l)-equivalence. At the other extreme, 
~'U leaves rrrF unaltered 
rt = 0 for each t. 
r 
if' rr FS -+ rr F is iso : that is, if 
r r 
The MPT Q.#, is more useful for computations if' the coefficient 
modules rt are restricted. We saye~has sensible coefficients if 
the underlying abelian group of each rti is finitely-generated and 
is a direct sum of a free abelian group wi. th vector spr.tces over 
Z p for various primes p. 
We shall sometimes wish to alter the grading in each r t by 
t AD n+l( t t) some integer n, SO that k E -crt., Y ; r • This evidently causes 
no trouble. 
2.10 The following existence theorem, based on 2.7, constructs 
a tower of unnecessarily Inrge height. It is not really an analogue 
of 2.2.5 of [13]. We shall construct better towers in practical 
cases by applying 2.7 directly. 
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~~~ Let p:Y~ B be a fibration with simply-connected 
fibre F and connected base B. Suppose ~2F, ••• '~rF are finitely 
generated. Then 
(i) p ho.s an lJ?T edt.- with sensible coefficients which 
kills homotopy groups up to ~ F and leaves ~ F unaltered 
r s 
for all s > r. 
(ii) if an tFT ~, for p is given which ho.s sensible 
coefficients and leaves ~ F unaltered for s > r, then e4!' can 
s 
be extended (by the addition of extro. stages) to c~L satisfying (i). 
Proof. It suffices to prove (ii), because we can always 
deduce (i) by taking ~, to be the trivial tower of height O. So 
suppose cAL' is the tower 
Y -+ yn-l -+ ••• -+ 
Suppose the fibre Fn of Y-+ yo is exactly (q-l)-connected. 
We work by induction on q: specifically, we show that we can add 
. .Jl+I .Jl+ finitely many stages r , ••• , r m to the tower such that the 
.Jl+m fibre of Y-+ 1 is q-connected. n ,rn+m-l Then, provided r , •.. 
are sensible and have zero components in gro.dings > r, the result will 
follow by induction. 
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V,'e construct yn+l in such a way as to get rid of the free 
n 
abelian part of ~ F • q 
n F is certainly I-connected, so the 
fibration Fn ~ y ~ yn determines a natural action of ~lyn on 
n ~ F. This action preserves ,the q torsion subgroup T c ~ Fn, so q 
~lyn acts on 
finite rank. 
the quotient Q = fT Fn/T" which is free abelian of q 
But fTlyll ~ fTIB, since the original fibre F was 
I-connected. Thus Q is a ~lB-module. Consider the spectral 
sequence of Fn ~ y~ yn with coefficients in this module. Since 
Fn is (q-l)-connected, Hq(Fn;Q) ~ HomZ(fT Fn,Q). Let a, E Hq(FnjQ) 
, q 
correspond to the projection fT Fn ~ 1T Fn/T = Q" Then a is invariant q q 
under the action of fT1B, so a E E~,q~ Ho(ynjHq(FnjQ»; and a is 
transgressive since Fn is (q-l)-connected. Thus by 2.7 we can 
construct 
Fn ~ OK( Q, q+l) 
J, J, 
y ~ PB J( (rn,l) 
J, J, 
yn k
n 
1«rn,l) ~ 
~ / 
B 
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(where rn = Q, r ni = 0 for i I q) such that F
n ~ OK(q,q+l) q . 
induces ~ Fn~ Q. Let -{l+l ~ -{l be the fibration induced by kn: q 
then Y ~ yn has an elementar,y factorisation (y~ yn+l~ yn,rn,kn). 
The short exact sequences of 2.8 show that the fibre Fn+l of 
.~+l n+l n n+l y ~ I satisfies ~iF ~ ~iF for i I q, while ~qF is the 
(finite) torsion subgroup T c u Fn. q 
If T = 0, the inductive step is complete: otherwise write T 
as the direct sum of non-trivial primary components Tl e ••• e Tp 
corresponding to distinct primes PI' ••• 
power of PI which occurs as the order of 
S be the subgroup of T generated by T2 e 
p • p 
N Let PI be the highest 
an element in T1 , and let 
••• e Tp U Ix E Tllp~-lx ~ 01. 
Then V = TiS is a non-trivial vector space over Z • The action 
.~+l PI 
of ~ll ~ ~lB on T determined by the fibration Fn+l ~ y~ yn+l 
preserves the subgroup S, so gives an action of ~lB on V. Let 
P E Hq(Fn+l;V) be the element corresponding to the projection 
~qFn+l = T ~V; then P is invariant under ~lB, so appears (and is 
) n+l .~+l transgressive in the spectral sequence of F ~ y~ I with 
coefficients in the ~lB-module V. Applying 2.7 again we obtain an 
. .~+2 .~+l n+2 
elementary factorisat~on y~ I ~ I such that ~ F ~ S and q 
n+2 n+l 1 I I I I ~iF ~ ~iF for i r q. But S < T, so by induction we can 
add finitely many stages yn+2, ••• , yn+m to the tower until the 
fibre of y~ yn+m is q-connected. This completes the induction. 
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2.ll. We construct similarly the ,Slnonical Postnikov tower 
(of height n) of any fibration p:Y~ B with I-connected fibre F. 
This is an MPT 
y yn-l ~ ... ~ 
in which the homotopy groups of the fibre F t of Y -+ yt 
t 
satisfy giF = 0 for i < t and g,Ft "" g,F for i ~ t. The k-invariant 
J. J. 
kt is the transgression of tho fundamental class of Ht(Ft;rrtF) in 
t t the spectral sequence of F ~ Y~ Y ruth coefficients corresponding 
to the natural glB-structure on rrtF. This is just the local-coefficient 
version of the method of Hermann [7 ]. 
§3. Stable modified Postnikov towers. 
3.0 We seek a way of killing the stable homotopy groups 
of the fibre of F c X J! B. We sha.ll ta.ke an ~ for p 'mich 
kills those homotopy groups 1T.F which ha.ppen to lie in the stable 
J.. 
range i , 2 conn F. We obtain from this, by 3.3 below, an MPT 
for up which kills the corresponding homotopy groups of the fibre 
~F. We extend this tower to kill the next homotopy group, Which 
2 is now in tho stable range, then proceed to a p, and so on. The 
resulting 'stable tower' is the raw material for the spectral 
sequence of §4. 
3.1 fle have to deal with many fibrations with base B. We 
adopt the following abuse of notation: if p:X ~ B is a fibration, 
then aX denotes the total space of up (1.2). 
We introduce a. sus~~~ion h~~omorphism 
S : ~(Xir) ~ cJen+l(aX,B;r) rihere B is embedded in aX by the 
canonical section So of ap, and r is a graded "lB-module. Define 
G+X = {(x,t) E axlt ~ il , a_X = {ex,t) E aXlt ~ ~}. Then 
copies of 
= aX and a X n a X is homeomorphic to X. a X, a X are 
+ - + -
cylinder 
tho mapping / of p, apart from a change in topology 
aXVaX 
+ -
which, as in 1.2, does not affect homotopy type. 'f!e define S to be 
. the c amp 0 site 
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where the first isomorphism arises from excision and the second 
from the homotopy eqUivalence B C (] _X. If p happens to admit a 
section s:B c X, then the composite 
is an isomorphism. When B is a point, this reduces to the usual 
suspension isomorphism. 
3.2 Let p : X -+ B be a fibration with connected fibre F. 
Suppo se we have an l,IPT 
'j( (r-l,l) ':i«rO ,1) 
kn-1tj kDj 
eAt : X Xn n-l -+ Xo = B -+ -+ X -+ ••• 
for p. We app~ the functor ~ to each fibration Xi-+ B, and obtain 
a diagram 
(]X -+ n-1 -+ ~X -+ ••• -+ 
i i+1 i Each ~X -+ B has a canonical section s , and aX -+ aX is 
o 
section-preserving. After 3.1, rre have the suspended k-invariants 
i l""ie2 i i) ,...(r\2 i i) Sk E O' (~X ,B;r c at:. (~X ,r • 
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3.3 ~~~~ Suppose we have the data of 3.2, where F has 
connectivity c " 1 and ~ kills homotopy groups up to 1T2cF but 
leaves 1T j F unaltered for j > 2c. Then 
(i) the fibration op has a unique ~:.iPT O'ot1tt, which fits as the 
row 
top ~ in a commutative diagram 
1<. (rn- l ,2) 1«ro ,2) 
i"n-l Kor 
Y? .... yfl-l ........... yO 
/ ~ 
aX if jf
n
_
l fi B n 0 
~ ~-1 rj/ (lXn 0 .... 0' ....... .... ax 
i * i i 
and whose k-invariants" satisfy fiK = -Sk • 
(ii) This o'wk kills homotopy groups up t01T2c+I (EF) and leaves 
1Tj(~F) unaltered for j > 2c + 1. 
(iii) In the above diagram, each map fi is a (2c+3)-equivalence. 
A proof of 3.3 is given in Appendix 1. We note that the 
k-invariant "r of (J ~ is located in rJt 2(r ;rr). We choose not 
to al ter the grading in r! to bring it in to cJe I. 
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3.4 Defi.ll.ti.!.2.!1. Let F c X ~ B be a fibration wi t.~ B connected 
and F c-cormected, c ~ 1. 1 .. .;Lta.;;;.b_l.;.e_m_o;..:;;d;;;;if;;..;i:;;.;e;.d~;...;;.P.;.o~st;;;.n;.;;i;.;.;k;.;.ov.:....;t:;.;:o;.;.;.w.;;.er_ (S1iPT) 
(i) aA1. i is an IPT for O'ip (where O'op = p) 
(ii) oA1i Id11s homotopy groups up to 11' 2c+2i (l:~) and 
leaves 1I'j(l:~) unaltered for j > 20 + 2i • 
. (iii) (1,11. i +1 is an extension of crotV1i (i.e. is obtained from 
the tower C1 cYUi defined in 3.3 by the addition of extra stages). 
" " itt n 0 3.5 Let (Yni be the tower cr X -+ Z -+ ••• -+ Z = B • ... By 3.4 (iii) 
and 3.3 there i s a di agram 
Zn Zm+1 Zm m-1 ZO 
-+ ••• -+ -+ -+ Z -+ ••• -+ 
/I ~ 1+1 "",-
0' X i i i B 
",,--- O'tn ylIl-1 0 
'P 
~ -+0' -+ ••• -+ O'Y 
which is to be considered part of the structure of the SMPT. 
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ConveJltion~ Let rr be the (graded) coefficient module at 
the r'th stage of a11.i J and. kr the r'th k-invariant. Then we 
choose the grading in rr so that kr e ~ i+l(yr;rr) instead of 
,-1e 1 {o 1 nl o • This ensures that the sequence r,f, ••• , f of coefficient 
modules of <VUi +1 is an extension of the sequence of coefficient 
modules of cvUi • Thus we can spea.k of the sequence fro ,rl, ••• } of 
coefficient modules of the SN~. 
3.6 Proposition. Let p be a fibration as in 3.4 and let ~ 
be a~ MPT for p which does not alter UjF for j > 2c. Then there is 
an SUPT {..1I11 i~O for p with (2.,fA·o an exte.nsion of czAA. Each c;Ui 
can be chosen to have sensible coefficients if cht has. 
Proof. V!e obtain·. &U by extending fZ.4t to kill homotopy groups 
o 
up to u 20F by 2.10, usin~ sensible coefficients if required. 
Then we work by induction: given <?I'11i _1 , we construot at41" i-I by 3.3 
and extend it to kill 17' 20+2i (z~) by 2.10. This gives cv}'l i. 
3.7 Using 2.11 instead of 2.10, we construct the canonical stable 
r Postnikov tower of p, whose r'th coefficient module r has the stable 
homotopy group ~F in degree r and. zero in other degrees. 
r 
§4 A spectral sequence ~or ~:!El 
4.0 We suppose given a fibration P:X ~ B whose base is a 
connected CW' complex and whose fibre F is c-connected, c ~ 1. 
From an SUPT {c14111~O with coefficient modules rO, rl , ••• , we 
obtain a spectral sequence with E~,t = i1C,t-S(B;rS) and 
abutment g: (p). The spectral sequence arises from an H(p,q)-system 
([2], [3]) which is the direot limit of a sequence of approximations 
obtained from the towers cvtti • 
4.1 Lemma Let f Xl ~ X2 
P~/~2 
B 
be a commutative diagram of fibrations, where B is a CW complex. 
Then the induced map seo Pl ~ sec P2 has the homotopy lifting 
property for complexes (i.e. is a Serre fibration/, but need not 
be surjective). 
Proqf Let gt: A ~ seo P2 be a homotopy o~ a complex A in 
sec P2. Since seo P2 C ~ , gt is adjoint to a homotopy 
gt: A x B ~ X2 • Since f is a fibration, gt lifts to a homotDpy 
of Ax B in Xl with any given initial position. Taking the adjoint, 
we obtain a lift of gt to sec Pl with any given initial position. 
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4.2 Let p:X ~ B be a £ibration with c-connected fibre F 
and {~li~O an Sl\iPT for p, as in 4.0. Let hi be the height 
of the tower 011- i. '\7e cons truct a diagram from o/J1, i' i ~ 1, 
using the fact that each stage in the tower has a canonical section 
1 (over B) derived from the canonical section So of a p. If a 
o 
section for a p = p is specified, the construction also applies to 
the tower ~ o. 
Let ~~i be 
h -1 ~(r i ,i+l) J( (ro ,i+l) 
h-~ k i koj 
aiX hi 
h -1 
~ YO ~ Y 1 -+ ••• -+ 
yO 
= B. 0 0 
If we embed B C Y~ by the canonical section, then the k-invariant 
s -AD i+l s s). -10 i+l( s) k E '(f~ (yo; r restrl.cts to zero in err;. B; r ,because 
s s+l s B C YO lifts to B C YO • Thus k lies in the subgroup 
ctf: i+l(y~, Bj r B). Therefore we may adjust the tower so that 
each k~ is section-preserving, i.e. carries the canonical section 
of Y~ -+ B to the zero section of 1<., (rs ,1+1) • 
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\Ve assume this done in what follows. 
We construct the triangula.r diaeram of' CYt\ 
B = ~ C ~ C •• C t; C ~c t; ct O'~ ex) i 
.1 .1 1 
.1/ 
hi h h hi 
B = Yh c •• c 
yiC yiC YO 2 1· i 
.1 J, 
• • 
(4.3) • • k a 
a yS yS 
-+ j( (r a ,i+1) B = Y c .. c c e 1 0 
• • 
• • 
J, J, 
k1 
B = vI c ~ -+ ;t' (r1 ,1+1) "'1 
J, 
B = yO 0 -+ X (rO ,i+1) 
. h 
The right-hand column is the MPT, and t; -+ YOi is a fibration homotopy 
L h. 
equivalent to the IIUlp UA -+ YO l.. Each Y: is B, embedded 
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in Y~ by the section; and Y; is the inverse image of 
~ c ~ under the fibration 7~ -+ ~. Thus all the vertical 
maps are fibrations, and each commutative square is a pullback 
(induced fibration). s Each Y
r 
is the total space of a seotioned 
fibration over B. 
4.4 Proposition ys+1 is a generalised Ei1enberg-KacLane 
s 
object over B of type -j( (rs ,i). 
Proof. By the definition of MPT and the oonstruction above 
we have induced fibrations 
ys+1 c ys+1 PB 1<.. (r S ,i+1) s 0 
J, J, J, 
B yS c yS k
S J( (rs ,i+1) = -+ s 0 
The bottom row is the zero section of ~(rS,i+1), so by the diagram 
in 2.6 the induced fibration over B is ~(rs,i). 
We now apply the functor Bec to each of the fibrations over B 
in the triangular diagram. 
Beo (yS -+ B). 
r 
We write sec y8 as an abbreviation for 
r 
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4.5 Proposition Let r,a,t E {O,l, ••• ,h.~l, r ~ a , t • 
l. 
Then (i) the map sec yt ~ sec yS is a Serre fibration 
r r 
(not necessarily surjective): ita fibre is sec yt • 
a 
(ii) In the special case t; S + 1, the fibration sequence 
sec ys+l ~ sec ys+l ~ sec yS can be continued one stage to the 
a r r 
right by the map sec y8 -+ sec j( (rS ,1+1) induced by 
r 
8 s k S 8 +1 Y c y -+ ~(r ,i+l) (i.e. sec yS is the fibre of this 
r 0 J\. r 
map seo yS ~ sec 1< (rs ,i+l». 
r 
Proof. (i) sec y; -+ sec y; is a Serre fibration by 4.1. 
The ~ullback square 
c 
shows thot the inverse image of the canonical section is sec yt • 
s 
(ii) We apply sec to the ~u1lback diagram 
to obtain 
Y8+l seo -+ 
r 
Y8 sec 
r 
sec:k (rs ,i+1) 
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which is also a pullba.ck. But PE -J<. (r S ,i+l) is homeomorphic to 
the space of paths in 1< (rs ,i+1) Vihich begin in the zero section 
and lie entirely in some fibre of J<.. (rs ,1+1) -+ B. Hence 
sec [PBJ«rS,i+l)] is homeomorphic to the path space of sec:1«rs ,i+1). 
Therefore the right-hand diagram abovo is exactly the diagram one 
uses to construc t the fibre of the map sec yS -+ Bec 1( (r s , i+1) by 
r 
the mapping path construction. 
4.6 By 4.5 (i) there are exact homotopy sequences 
B 
•• -+ 11 1 sec Y 
n+ r 
~ 1T sec yt 
n s 
-+ 11 sec yt 
n r 
-+ ••• -+ 
We should like to define an E(p, q) - system i Q* ( , ) by 
t 
= 11i sec Y +n s 
for s, t E fO,l, ••• ,hi,oo} , S ,t and all nEZ, with the convention 
that 11j = 0 for j < O. (i is fixed, and indicates we are dealing 
with the tower cvW. i). The etructura1 maps iQn(r,s) -+ i~(r' ,s') 
and boundaries a: iQn(r,s) -+ i Qn_1(s,t) required are those in 
tho homotopy sequences above. Hm7over, r;(3 do not know that 
t s 110 sec Y
r 
-+ 110 sec Yr is epi. Therefore we have only a 
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'partially exact H(p,q)-system': we can only guarantee that the 
sequence of a triple (r,s,t) is exact as far as iQ_i(r,s). We shall 
reme~ this by taking a direct limit. 
h . 
- AA i+L_ i+l 0 4-.7 Let ((/V~i+l be the to'iler cr A -+ Zo -+ ••• -+ Zo = B • 
We form from this a triangular diagram containing spaces Z t , and a 
s 
partially exact H(p,q)-system i+lQn(s,t) as above, where 
s,t E {O,l, ••• ,hi+l,oo}. We wish to compare tho triangular diagram 
{zt1 with the triangular diagram [ayt} obtained by applying the s . s 
functor a to each fibration yt -+ B in diagram 4.3. 
s 
From 3.5 we have a commutative diagram 
h hi hi
_
l ZOO Z i+l 0 
-+ -+ ••• -+ Zo -+ Zo -+ ••• -+ Zo 
r)' 0 0 
c,.i+1z ott f fh t t fh -1 ft 00 0 i i 
~ hi h -1 
crt; i -+ a~ ) aYO -+ aYe -+ •• 
of sectioned fibrations over B. Each a aYO is filtered by 
B (fyS S s 11e al tor each f C1~ ZS ot C aY 1 C ••• c aYO • • -+ • s s- a 0 
in turn by a homotopy, fibremse over s-l f c.arry the Ze ' to makl3 s 
~ 
~ 
subspace ay8 c yS into ZS = B • By using tho homotopy lifting s (fo s 
property we can ensure the above diagram remains commutative. Then 
f t caps (fyt into zt c zt. We consider the composite s s 0 
B 
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where c. is the homomorphiso of 1.6. These composites commute with 
the structural morphisms and bounda.ries of the systems 
1Q.( , ), 1+1Q.( , ), and so detero1ne a morphism of part1al~ 
exact H(p,q)-systems. 
By 1 teration vre obtain direct systems 
4.8 Definition 
has groups 
-+ 
i 
for n e Z and s,t e {O,l, ••• fOI, s ~ t. Restriction maps 
Q (s,t) -+ Q (Si,t') (s' ~ 5, t' ~ t) a.nd boundaries 
n ·n 
a:Qn(r,s) ~ ~_l(s,t) (r, s , t) are defined to be the direct 
limits of the corresponding maps in the systatS i Q* ( , ) • 
4.9 rroposit~~ Q. is an H(p,q)-system, and Q (O~) ~ gC (p) • n n 
Proof. ~e must verify the exactness axiom. For a~ triple 
r , s , t, the sequence in 1Q• 
-u-
is exact for n ~ -i. Thus tho region of exaotness increases 
as i increases. Sinc~ lim is an exact functor, the corresponding 
-+ 
sequence in ~ is exact. 
identification the ~orphism iQn{Oro) -+ i+1Qn{O,oo) becomes 
i i+1 
u ... : ~i sec u p -+~. 1 soc ~ p. +n 1+ +n 
The H{p,q)-systeo o~ yields a spectral sequence with 
abutment Q ... {Oro) ~ ~: (p) and E~,t = Qs_t(s,s+l). With this 
notation the total degree is s-t, and ds,t: Es,t -+ 
r r 
Wo next identify E~,t. 
4.9 Spaces 'o~ fibrewise loops Suppose q:Y-+ B is a 
fibration with a given seotion s:B -+ Y. We obtain a fibration 
~q:onY-+ B as follows. ~Y is the space of fibrewise loops 
{~:I -+ Y I ~(aI) e s(B) ; qw(I) = q~(O)J, and ~q maps the loop 
~ to the point q~(I) e B. A map q-+ q' of sectioned fibrations 
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over B induces a map ~q~ ~q' , so nB becomes a functor. 
In the special case mere Y ~ B is an Eilenberg-llacLane object 
j( (r,n) .... B, the fibration '13 -:k (r ,n) .... B is homeomorphic to 
the bundle also called ~1( (r,n) in 2.6, and hence is a X(r,n-l). 
There is an evident isomorphism of functors sec(~q) ~ n sec q 
induced by the isomorphism (yl)B ~ (yS)I. 
4.10 Proposition. The H(p,q)-system ~ has the properties 
(i) E~,t ... cJf t-s(B;rS ) • 
(ii) i~n(s,t) ~ Qn(s,t) is an isomorphism if i > -n, t , hi .• 
(iii)iQn(O,~) ~ ~(O,~) is an isomorphism if i > n + dim B - 20 
(where c = conn F). 
Proof, E~,t = Qa_t(s,s+l). Choose i so large that 
S - t + i ) 0 and s + 1 'hi' Then i Qs_t(s,s+l) is defined and 
i Qa_t(s,s+l) = gs_t+i(sCC y:+l ) 
~ g t i (seo::k (rs ,i» by 4.4 s- + 
"-' 
(s-t+i J< (8 ) ) go n seo r ,i 
"V 1J'0 sec[n:-t +1 :X (rs ,i)] 
SIt$ go seo;t(rS,t-s) 
SIt$ (J-et-S(B irs) 
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since :X: (rs , t-s) represents ?2. .t-s( ; r S ) over B. These 
iso~orphisms hold for all sufficiently large i and, using the 
relation between the k-invariants of ~i and ~i (3.3(i», 
one verifies that they are compatible with the morphisms in the 
direct system defining Q t(s,s+l). Hence 
s-
s,t () --11Jt-S( s) El = Qs-t 8,s+1 ~ 0\, Bj r . 
We have also shovm that iQn(s,s+l) ~ Qn(s,s+l) is an 
isomorphism for n + i ~ 0, s + 1 , hi. (ii) now follows from this 
by an inductive five-lemma argument. 
Since i Q (0,00) ~ '((i Bec (Tip, (iii) is exactly the remark n +n 
after 1.7. 
4.11 Propositio~. Suppose B is finite-dimensional. Then 
the spectral sequenoe converges strongly: the filtration on the 
abutment is finito in each degree. 
Proof. The filtra.tion is given by 
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Consider the oap i hi (7 X ~ YO of fibrations over B This 
induces a (2c + 2i + I)-equivalence on fibres, since ~i kills 
. h 
hoootopy groups up to ~2C+2i(~~). Hence seo uix~ sec YOi is 
a (20 + 21.+ 1 - dim B)-equivalence by 1.1 (using mapping cylinders). 
L_ hi 
Thus by our ass~ption on i, ~i (seo a~) ~ ~i (seo YO ) and 
+n +n 
hi 
so F Q (0,00) = O. But trivially pOQ (O,oo) = Q (O,oo) beoause 
n n n 
o 
seo YO is a point. 
4.12 Twisted cohomology operations with local coefficients. 
These operations are the local coefficient analogues of those in 
[12], [24]. We deal here with primar,y operations, although it is 
easy enough to define n'th order operations by a universal example 
method. 
Let r, A be graded ~lB - modules. We call an element 
a E ~ n( X (r ,0) ,B.;A) a universal-£.xample for an operation of 
type Cr, mj !J., n}. a can be represented by a map 
-:J<. (r, m) ~ 1< (A, n) which preserves both tho projection onto 
B and the zero section. 170 can coc.pose this map with the map 
(x, A) ~ (::1(r,c.), B) representing any e E d-e m(X,A;r). 
This process defines a natural transformation 
, , ; A) called the operation defined by a • 
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If we apply the functor '\ of 4.9 to tho map 
1< (r ,n)... -:K. (.1,n) representing a, vm obtain a. mnp representing 
an operation {la, of t,ype (r, 0-1; .1, n-l). Ue call Oa the 
suspension of a. It is an additive operation, and has the 
expected relationship with the suspension homomorphism 
S : ,c1-e m-l(X;~) ... c1-e m(crX, B; r) of 3.1; namely 
a(se) = S[(Oa)(e») for e E d-e0-1(Xjr). 
We define a :J.iable operati..~ to be a sequence {~i}iEZ' 
where a i 1s of t,ype (r, m+1; 6, n + 1) ~d ai = Oai +l • 
'M' id tif the~' t in the t al \Ie can now en y -1 spec r sequence. 
4.13 Proposition. For fixed s and variable t, the 
differentials d~,t: c1-e t - S (BjrS ) ... Je,t-s+l(B;rS+l ) form a stable 
tvdsted cohooology operation in the above sense. 
If B + 2 , hi' the operation ~,S+i: tf-e,i(B;rsj ... de i+l(B;rs+l) 
1s represented by the row 
in diagrll!ll 4. 3. 
C Ys+l C... 0 
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Proof. By defini tion d~ ~ t is the boundary cap 
a : Qs_t(s,s+l) ~ Qs_t_l(s+1,s+2) of ~. If i satisfies 
s ... t + 1 ~ 0 and s + 2 , hi' we can calculate this from the 
system i '-.l.: it is gi~en by the homotopy boundary 
a : U t i(sec ys+l) ~ Uti l(sec YS+l2) in the fibration 
s- + s B- + - s+ 
seo YS+12 ~ sec yB+2 ~ sec ys+l of 4.5(i). By 4.5(ii) this 
s+ a s 
:fibration sequence oan be continued to the right by the map 
Ys+l ~V(rs+l . 1) sec ~  , ~+ 
s 
induced by the map in 11-.13. Thereby the 
homotopy boundar,y required is identified with the induced homomorphism 
U t i(sec yB+l) -+ 11' t i[sec X (rs+1 , 1+1)]. Using the 
s- + s s- + 
ns- t +i ( isomorphism of func tors U s-t+i sec ( ). "" U 0 sec B ) to 
identify the groups with COhOIlOlogy' groups as before, VIe find that 
d~,t is the (s - t + i)-fold suspension of the operation represented 
by 1<. (rs ,1) CI ys+l ~ J( (rs+1,i+l). This proves 4.13. 
s 
s t It in possible to identify d' vdth a suitably-defined r'th 
r 
order stablo twisted operation, but this seems to be little help in 
practice. 
4.14 NaturaJ.i ty. We show that the spectral sequence is 
natural (contravariant) with respect to induoed fibrations. Let 
f : C ~ B be a map; denote the fibration induced by f from p by 
• :f p : X '13 c -+ c. 
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From any Eilenberg-I:a.cLane object :)< (r,n) -+ B over B, 
we obtain an Eilenberg-MacLane object :Je(r ,n) ~ C -+ Cover C 
(corresponding to the induced 1TI C-module structur~ on r) by 
forming the fibre product. It follows that any l~ for p yields 
* an MPT for f p : we only have to apply the functor - xBC to 
each space in the to\'ler. The map f: C -+ B is covered by a. 
canonical nap ~f MPT's (projection of each fibre product). The 
functor - ~C cODmutes with u, so an SMP~ for p induces an SMPT 
* for f p. The map of SllPT's covering f : C -+ B induces a map from 
the H(p,q)-system of p to that of f*p (sections yield induced 
sections) and hence a morphism of spectral sequences. 
4 15 A ti al th d f d t .. n~' t 'I"r sh h • prac c me 0 0 e ernlill:.I]L..;~ _. ~ie ow ow 
st _h dl ' can be calculated from the tower fo)I"Vb when s + I < hO 
(hO is the height of ~O). This is the !:lethod "16 use in 
calculations. The approach ?ras suggested by a method in [23]. 
Lot p (2) be the induced fibration 
x 
p! 
I B 
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hO ° _ A~ and let X ~ YO ~ ••• ~ YO = B be the tower QI~O for p. 
Then ~e have the induced to\16r 
X~X 
for (2) p • Since p(2) has a standard section x~ (x,x), we can 
construct a triangular diagram from this tower (whereas we can not 
from cvn 0). Part of 'this diagram is 
c 
x c 
5+1 ~ iJ. 
where k is a k-invariant of t.:.IVl.- ° . The composite 
:J( (rs ,0) ~ X .... j((rs+l,l) ~ X is a map of Eilenberg-MacLane 
objects over X which, by 4.13, represents a cohomology operation 
whose suspensions give the ~,t in the (induced) spectral 
sequence for p(2). That is, the universal example giving the ~,t 
in the induced spectral sequence is the element of 
-ae 1(j( (rs ,0) ~ X, Xj rs+l) induced from ks+l E ~l(y~+l; rs+l) 
by the map 
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s+l s Projecting YO xB X ,YO xB X on to their first factors, we 
obtain from (4.16) a diaeram 
(4.17) 
X 
v 
-+ 
which is an induced fibration square since (4.16) is. This 
diagram is an adaptation of the diagram used by Thooas in 
([23], pp.17-l8). Using uapping cylinders, wo may regard 
v, ¢ as inclusions and write down the relative Serre exact 
soquence for the fibration-pair in (4.17) 
where TO is the relative transgression as in [23]. (The sequence 
t nl f i in t in d d " rS. r s+1). 'rn',"e axis soy or a cer a range epen 1ng on, ~v 
have proved : 
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4.18 Propositi0.!l. The image o~ the k-invariant 
s+l ~"1( 8+1 s+l) • k E  YO j r under the homomorphism v lies in 
cJ.e 1(1<:: (r~\o) xB X,X; rs+1) and is a universal exanple ~or the 
stable operation d~'· in the spectral sequenoe for p(2) • 
~e still have to obtain the differentials in the original 
spectral sequence from those in the induced one. The original 
~,* have a universal example in ~l(j( (rs,O),B; rs+1) which, 
by naturality o~ the StiI'T , naps to the universal example for the 
B • * induced dl ' under the homomorphism g induced by the projection 
g : (:1<: (rs ,0) ><n X, X)..... (:1< (rs ,OLB). In the stable range 
of dimensions ~ 2c + 2 , • g is a monomorphism because both the 
fibre F of g and the base-pair ("j( (ra ,O),B) are c-connected. 
Combining this reaul t with 4.18, we have a cOI:lplete method fbr 
. s t s+l ( obtain~ng d.J:' from k in the stable range where all our 
calculations mll take place). 
V
• will Yet more is true. In all our 2-primary eelculation5, 
be a monomorphisn. Hence by reversing the above procedure one can 
5+1 s t deduce k from dl ' • For this reason tables o~ k-invariants 
have been omitted from §5. 
We sum up the results of this section. 
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4.19. ~orem. Let p: X -+ B be a fibration with 
c-connected fibre F (c ) 1), where B is a connected CW complex. 
Let [~}i ~ 0 be an SMPT for p with graded coef'f'icient 
1TI B-modules fro, r
l
, ••• }. Then 
(i) there is a spectral sequence E~,t~ ~t-S(BirS) => 1T~ (p) 
(8 ~ 0, t e Z) with total degree s - t, and ds,t: Es,t -+ E3 +r ,t+r+l 
r r r 
twisted cohomo+ogy operation : d~,t is the suspension of ~,t+l 
(iii) the filtration on 1T~ (p) is decreasing: 
U FO U 3 U Fs+l U h Es,s-n FS u/Fs+l U 
'IT = 'IT ::J ••• ::J F 'IT::J 'IT::J •• were '" 'IT' 'IT. 
n n n noon n 
(iv) if B is finite-dimensional the filtration is finite in 
each degree and the spectral sequence is strongly convergent 
(v) the ~ectral sequence is natural vdth respect to induced 
fibrations. 
4.20 If we choose {~i} to be the canonical stable 
s t t( ~) Postnikov tower of 3.7, then El ' ~ H B; 'ITs F . where 
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E ~ F is the stth stable homotopy group of the fibre and the 
s 
local coefficients are given by the usual action of 
~lB (~~IE) on this group. This special case is more 
perspicuous than that of 4.19, but it is less useful for 
calculations. 
§5 Calculations for the fibrotions BO -+ BO 
n-
5.0 We now compute explicit MPT's for the universal Stiefel 
bundles 0/0 -+ BO -+ BO. 
n n 
The technique s we use are those of 
suitably modified to take account of the local coefficients involved 
in our ca.se. By 3.6, these MPT's extend. to SMPl' , s ani hence yield 
spectral sequences by 4.19. Our calculations yield enoueh of the 
E1-term to facilitate calculation of 
(J 
Tr (p) 
o for any % -bundle n 
p with base dimension ~ n+5, provided the necessar,y differentials 
can be computed. The relevant ~,t and ~,t are tabulated in 
5.8. In 5.12 we make aur principal application: we obtain 
information about the number of immersions of real projective n-
space pn in R2n- k (k ~ 5) when these exist. 
5.1 Theorem Let n ~ 7. Then the universal Stiefel bundle 
0/0 -+ BO -+ BO has an r:U?T (with sensible coefficients) of height 
n n 
, 4 which kills homotopy groups up to 
Tri(O/On) unaltered for i > n+5. 
11" 5(0/0) and leaves 
n+ n 
The proof of 5.1 is carried out separately for each of the 
eight possible residue classes of n mod 8. We give the details in 
the case n a 6, and tabulate the results of the computation in the 
other cases. 
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Let n = 813 + 6, s ~ 1. Then the fibre % is (n-1)-
n 
connected, and acoording to [18] its six following homotopy groups 
are TT (0/0 ) pj Z, TT 1 pj Z4' TT 2 AI 0, 1T 3 ~ Z12' TT 4 ~ 0, 
n n n+ n+ n+ n+ 
The first stage in the MPT for p: BO -+ BO is constructed 
n 
to kill TT (0/0) and part of TT 1 (0/0 ). Let Z denote the 
n n n+ n 
group Z with its non-trivial 1Tl (BO)-module structure 
(TT1(BO) ~ Z2). Then we have Stiefel-'!{hitney classes 
W E Hn+l(BO_ ~) Hn+2( ) i Z ,w 2 E BOi Z2. 17 1 s the transgression 
n+l J n+ n+ 
of the fundamental class -Yl e Hn(O/On i Z) in the fibration p. 
Since p·w 2 E If1+2(BO i Z2) is zero, w 2 is the tranagression 
n+ n n+ 
of some claso -Y2 e ~+l(O/On; Z2). The pair (Wn+l' wn+2) is 
represented by a map from BO into a certain generalised Eilenberg-
lIacLane object over BO. In the notation of 2.1, this object is 
~o(Z, n+l»( K(Z2' n+2). By 2.7 there is a map of fibrations 
0/0 
n 
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such that O/On ~ K(Z,n) x K(z2,n+l) represents the pair of classes 
(Yl'Y2). Let Pl:Xl -+ BO be the fibration induced by the map 
(Wn+l ,wn+2) from the universal fibration over KBO(z,n+l) x K(z2,n+2). 
Then p:BO -+ BO factorises as BO ~l Xl !l BO. To show this is 
n n 
an elementar,y factorisation in the sense of 2.S, we must check that 
O/On -+ K(Z,n) x K(z2,n+l) induces epimorphisms of homotopy groups; 
i.e. that (Yl'Y2) is a spherical set. However, this is an immediate 
consequence of 6.1.3 of [13]. Therefore we can take xl -+ BO as the 
first stage of our l~, and (w l'w 2) as the first k-invariant kO. 
n+ n+ 
We have a diagram 
0/0 
n 
BO 
n 
BO 
where VI is the fibre of the map ql. From the exact sequences of 
2.8, VI is n-connected and 7Tn+lVl ~ Z2' 7Tn+2Vl ~ 0 , 7Tn+3Vl:::':: Z12'i 
7Tn+4Vl f'\,f 0, 7Tn+5Vl "¥ ZS. 
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The next k-invariant will lie in H* (Xl). We obtain it by a 
modification of a method of [23]. We first vvrite dOTIn the diagram 
(4.17) for the first stage of our ruFT 
KEo (Z,n) x K(Z2,n+l) v Xl -+ 
(5.3) n 
J, J, P1 
BO -+ DO 
n 
?There KEo (Z,n) = KEo(z,n) xBO BOn is the Eilenberg-MacLane object 
n 
over BOn corresponding to the non-trivial action of ~lBOn on Z, 
and the vertical map on the left is the natural projection of the 
first factor on to BO. 
n 
We now need information about the mod 2 and mod 3 cohomology of 
~o (Z,n). This is given in the following two lemma.s. 
n 
5.4 ~.!.. Let m ~ 1, n ~ 1. Then 
(i) there is a canonical isomorphism of Z2-algebras 
H*(K(Z,m);z2) ® H*(BOn;Z2) ~ H*(~O (!,m) jZ2) • 
n 
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(ii) Let t.. be the fundamental clo.ss mod 2 of K(Z,m). 
Then with the above identification of d" (REo (]"m) jZ2)' the action 
n 
of the Steenrod algebra A2 on this algebra is determined by 
(b) ex( t.. ® 1) = (ex t,.) ® 1 if a E A2 is any Cartan basis 
element not involving Sql 
( c) I Sq (l. ® 1) 
Proof. (i) By definition of KBo (~,m) (2.1) there is a 
n 
sectioned fibration K(Z,m) -+ REo (I,m) ~ BO • Let A \.2 n n 
be the mod 2 reduction of the (local coefficient) universal class of 
REo (l,m). We first define a Z2-algebra homomorphism 
n 
cf>:H*(K(Z,m);z2) -+ H*(I<Bo (Z,m);Z2)· If ex E A2 is any Cartan basis 
n 
element of excess < m not involving 1 Sq , set 4>(ex L. ) = ex t 2 • 
Such ex I. generate H* (K(Z,m) ;Z2) freely as a polynomial algebra, 
so 4> extends to a unique homomorphism of algebras. If 
i:K(Z,m) c K:so (Z,m) is the inclusion of the fibre, iljl if> = 1. NoW' 
n 
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define H* (K(Z,m) jZ2) ® H* (BOn;Z2) -+ H* (EBo (~,m) iZ2) by 
n 
x ® y -+ ¢(X).1r*y. By the Leray-Hirsch theorem this is an 
isomorphism, and it clearly preserves products. 
(ii) (a) and (b) are evident from the definition of the 
isomorphism. To prove (c), we note that sl ( c.. ® 1) is non-zero: 
for t he spectral sequence of the fibration K(Z,m) -+ REo ~,m) -+ BOn 
n 
with (simple) Z4 coefficients shows that L. ~ 1 = Z2 is not the 
reduction of a Z4-class. Yet Sql ( ~ ® 1) restricts to zero on 
the zero-section BOn C KBonCZ,m). The only non-zero class with this 
propor~ is L ® ~l. 
Let m,n) 2. "" Let Z3 denote the group Z3 with 
the non-trivial "IBOn-module structure, and let ~3 E rF(EBo (Z,m) jZ3) 
n 
be the mod 3 reduction of the universal class. Then 
with generators ~~ ~3' Pl· ~ 3 ' where ~l is tho reduced power 3 
operation extended to local coefficients as in [6], and PI E ~(BOn;Z3) 
is the first Pontr,yugin class. 
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Proof. This is immediate from the spectral sequence (2.4) of 
the fibration K(Z,m) -+ l1lo (~,m) -+ BOn with non-trivial Z3 
n 
coefficients. 
We now return to the lIFT for BO -+ BO, n = 8s + 6. To obtain 
n 
a mod 2 l::-invariant at the second. stage, we consider the relative 
Serre exact sequence of the fibration-pair in diagram 5.3 : 
which is valid as far as Itn(RBo (~,n) x K(Z2,n+l)jZ2'. Now 
n 
BO -+ BO induces an epimorphism in mod 2 cohomology in all dimensions. 
n 
• i '. I 
For i, n + 7 , all elements of the kernel of p :H (BOjZ2) -+ Ir(BOnjZ2), 
are already in the kernel of P~: If-(BO;Z2) -+ It-(Xk ;Z2) (because 
w l'w 2 E ker Pl· , whence by Wu's formulae w 3··.'w 7 are also). 
n+ n+ n+ n+ 
It follows as on p.16 of [23] that the above exact sequence gives 
exact sequences 
T 
_;i.( r.:) 'fT( 1) Z ) -+1 _~+l(BO ,.Z2) 11 REo "Z,n x!>. Z2,n+ i 2 !1 
n 
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for i ~ n + 7, where Tl is the composite of T with 
The k-invariant we seek must lie in the kernel of 
q~ H* (Xl ;Z2) -+ H* (BOniZ2) (diagram 5.2). Tlus kernel can be 
computed from the above exact sequence by the methods of ([ 23],§6); 
For this one needs to know the structure of 
H*(KBo (Z,n) x K(z2,n+l);z2) as an algebra over A2 : but this 
n 
is knmm from 5.4. We can identify I{* (KBo (l,n) x K(z2,n+l) ;Z2) 
n 
. * * lit ) mth II BOn ® H K(Z,n) ® H K(z2,n+l as a Z2-algebra: let 4.- 1 ' "2 
denote the elements of this corresponding to the fundamental classes 
of K(Z,n), K(z2,n+l). Then a tedious computation shows that 
• • I ) ker ql C H (X jZ2 is generated over A2 in dimensions ~ n + 6 
I kl 1 by three elements kl , 2' k3 and their products with elements 
of H*(BOn;Z2), where 
1I*~ = S 2 ~ 1 
--:1 q l..l + \'72· L. 1 + uq t.. 2 
*kl 
11 2 = 
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Consider the fibration VI ... BOn ql Xl of diagram 5.2. Since 
J2-, kl kl k '" cl . .n+l() -~ 2' 3 E er ql ' there are asses -81 E tl Vl ;Z2' 
-8 2 E ~+3(Vl;Z2)' -83 E ~+5(VliZ2)' - 83 E If+5(VliZ2) which 
III 
transgress to k1 ' k2, k3 • The theorems of [23] show that 81 and 
82 are spherical classes (since Sq2, Sq4 are irreducible operations 
of vpe 1 in the terminology of [23]) and a short computation with 
the Poatnikov system of VI shows 83 is also spherical. Therefore 
1 1 1 k1 , k2 ' k3 can be used as components of the second k-invariant. 
We now seek a mod 3 component for the second k-invariant to 
kill the 3-primary component of 1Tn+3Vl ~ Z12. The Serre exact 
sequence of the fibration-pair 5.3 with non-trivial Z3 coefficients 
is 
(i < 2n). Now If+l (BO,BO
n
;'t3) ~ Z3" generated by the coboundary 
SX3 of the mod 3 twisted Euler class X3 E ~(BOnj!3); and the 
mod 3 reduction L.. E ~(KBo (],n) ;Z3) of the universal class 
3 n 
sa. tisfies r( t3 ) = .:t 8X3 • We consider the above sequence with 
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i = n + 4. After Lemma 5 -5, ,ro have f'ree generators ll~ l.. 3' PI- l. 3 
for ~+4(KBo (Z,n) x K(Z2,n+l),BOn ;Z3) c ~+4(EBo ~,n) x K(Z2,n+l);z3) 
n n 
(since K(Z 2 ' n+l) has no moa 3 cohomology). Since ,SlI~ X 3 = PI-X 3 ' 
we have T(JJ~ L. 3 - PI- L -1 = (,SlI~ - Pl ) (±SX3) = O. Hence 
by exactness there is a class kt E ~+4(Xlj~3) with 
* 1 1 A A [ ] 
v 1:4 = ffJ 3 (.. 3 - Pl· L. 3 - The theorems of 23 guarantee that 
kt is the transgression of a spherical class -84 E ffO+
3(Vl ;Z3) in 
the fibration VI ~ BOn ~ Xl _ 
we obtain an elementary factorisation 
fibration BO ~ Xl with k-invariant 
n 
This gives a diagram 
2 1 BO ~ X ~ X of the 
n 
1 1 1 1 1) k = (kl , k2, k3, k4 • 
----~) BO', 
n 
K 1 x K 3 x K 5 x K(Z3,n+3)~.x2 
n+ n+ n+ 
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where (as hereafter) Ki denotes K(~2,i), and V2 is the fibre 
2 
of BOn ~ X. From the exact sequences of 2.8, V2 is (n+2)-connected, 
stage. 
To obta.in the k-invaria.nt for the third stage, we consider the 
) 21 diagram (4.17 for the stage X ~ X : 
K x K x K x EBo (lyn+3) n+l n+3 n+5 
n 
J, 
BO ) 
n 
v X2 
-+ 
! 
Xl 
As before one proves that the resulting sequence 
• 
is exaot for i , n + 6. Our k-invariant will lie in the kernel of 
q; : H*(X2jZ2) ~ H*(BO
n
i Z2). Let Kl , K2, K3 be the fundamental 
olasses of 1: l' K 3' K 5. Then calculation shows that 
n+ n+ n+ 
• *( 2 ) ker q2 C H X jZ2 
2 2 two elements kl , k2 
is generated over A2 in dimensions, n + 6 by 
and their products with elements of H* (BO
n
;Z2)' 
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where 
Since Sql is an irreducible operation, the theorems of [23] show 
that there are spherical classes -~l E ~+3(V2;Z2)' -(2 E ~+5(V2;Z2) 
which transgress to ki, k~ in the fibration V2 ~ BOn ~X2 • 
So we take k2 = (ki, k~) as the third. k-invariant, and construct as 
b efo re a diagram 
K x K 
n+3 n+5 
BO 
n 
k 2 ~ K 4 xK 6 -n+ n+ 
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For the fourth k-invariant we choose the characteristic class 
k3 E If+6{X3; Z2) of the fibration V 3 -+BO
n 
-+ x3. This kills 
~n+5V3 and completes the tower. Computation shows that under the 
homomorphism 
of 4.17, k3 maps to 
where ~l' P2 are the fundamental classes of Kn+3, Kn+5 • 
(5.6) 
The constructive proof of 5.1 in the case n = 8s + 6 is complete. 
The to\1er is 
BO 
n 
J, 
X4 
J, 
X3 k
3 
K -+ 
n+6 
J, 
X2 k
2 
K x K -+ 
n+4 n+6 
J, 
Xl kl Kn+2 x Kn+4 x Kn+6 x KBO~3,n+4) -+ 
J, 
BO k
O 
I<Bo{Z',n+l) x Kn+2 -+ • 
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507 By Proposition 3.6, the 1~ for p:BO ~ BO constructed 
n 
in 5.1 can be extended to an 8MPT. We choose one such extension 
for each n; for the purpose of our computations it will not matter 
what choice is made. 
Let e be a stable real vector bundle over a complex B, and 
let f: B ~ BO be a classifying map for e. Then the bundle 
associated to e wi th fibre % is the map pl:Y ~ B in the 
n 
pullback diagram 
Y -+ BO 
n 
B ! BO 
• 
The 8MPT for p induces an SI,lPl' for pi, by 4.14. We consider 
the resulting spectral sequence for rrO(pl). According to 4.19, 
lie 
the E1-term can be read off from the coefficient modules of the 
SllPl'. The first few coefficient modules are those of the lrPT of 5.1. 
Hence when n = 8s + 6, for example, 
• 
• 
• Ei,q ~ Hq+n+2(BjZ2) 
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where Z is the local syEtem of integer coefficients on B induced 
by f from the non-trivial system on BO. 
By 4.18 and the remark following it, the corresponding d~,t in 
the spectral sequence can be obtained immediately from the images 
of the k-invariants ki under the homomorphism v· of the 
appropriate Serre exact sequence. By naturality, these can be computed 
from the tJ?T for the universal example BO -+ BO. Fortunately, 
n 
these * i v k are obtained as a matter of course in the construction 
of the MPT, as the proof of 5.1 illustrates. For instance, in the 
case n = 8s + 6, (5.6) shows that 
d~,q:Hq+n+l(B;Z2) + Hq+n+3cB;z2) -+ Hq+n+4(B;Z2) is given by the rm trix 
sl ] 
5.8 ~blea of sQectral segu.ences. As before, e is a stable 
real vector bundle over a complex B. We give below that part of the 
El-term of the spectral sequence 4.19 for the associated bundle with 
fibre 0/0 (n ~ 7) which can be inferred from the MPT's of 5.1. 
n 
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The following notation is used : 
Z, l3 denote the bundles of Z, Z3 coefficients on B which 
are classified by the map wI (e):B --+ K(Z2,1) (K(Z2,1) being the 
classifying space of the groups aut Z ~ Z2' aut Z3 ~ Z2) 
~ denotes ~(B;Z2) 
Wi is the Stiefel-TIhitney class wi(e) 
PI is the mod 3 Pontr,yagin class PI(e) E ~(BiZ3) 
~~ is the reduced power operation in local coefficients 
defined in [6]. 
Reduction mod 2 and mod 3 of integral classes is to be understood 
where required. 
5.8.0 !!.._= 4s, s-U 
Ei,q = Hq+n + Hq+n+l + Hq+n+2 + Hq+n+2 + Hq+n+3 + HQ+n+2(BjZ3) 
E2,Q = Hq+n + Hq+n+l + Hq+n+l 
I 
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dO,. 
= r sl + w2 WI 0 1 
2 0 Sq + w2 0 
Sq4 + w4 Sq3 A 
0 2 I 2 ) I Sq Sq + (WI + w2 Sq Sql 
0 Sq4 + w4 B l )O~ - PI 0 0 
where A = wI' B = W 2 if n E 0 (mod 8) 
1 A = Sq , B = Sq 2 if n E 4 (mod 8) • 
., 
dl ,. Sq2 I 2 0 0 0 I = + wlSq + WI + w2 WI 
0 2 Sq + w2 sl 0 0 
2 I 3 0 0 0 Sq Sq + Sq WI 
2 ) I 1+ (w I + w2 Sq + wl w2 '-
a2,* 212 1 = [Sq + wISq + WI + w2 WI Sq + wI] • 1 
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5.8.1 P = 48 + I, 8 ~ 2 • 
where R = Hq+n+4 if n 51 (mod 8), R = 0 if' n 5 5 (mod 8). 
dO,. 
1 = sl + w2 0 
212 ) 1 Sq Sq + (wI + w2 Sq sl 
4 Sq + w4- A 
° 
B 
where A 4- if' n :: 1 (mod 8) = w2, B = Sq + w4 
A 2 B = 0 if n :: 5 (mod 8) = Sq , • 
d1,. 2 Sq1 o ] • = [Sq + w2 0 1 
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5.8.2 n = 48 + 2, 8 ~ 2. 
where R = nq+n+5, S = Hq+n+3 i:f' n == 2 (mod 8) 
R = S = ° if n = 6 (mod 8) • 
dO, ... 
= 
r 2 sl 1 , Sq + w2 I 
4-Sq + w4 A o 
0 B o 
° 
4 1 2 ) 3 Sq Sq + (w1 + w2 Sq + c 
) 2 2 1 {w1W2+W3 Sq + (W2 + w4 )Sq 
1 
113 - PI ° ° 
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where A = w3 ' 
_ 4 
B - Sq + w4 ' c 
I 
= Sq if n :: 2 (mod 8) 
3 2 I A = Sq + wISq + w2Sq , B = C = 0 ii' n :: 6 (mod 8). 
a1 ,* 
2 1 2 1 sl 0 0 0 = Sq Sq + w1Sq + w3 + wI 1 
2 3 2 1 (w1w4 + ws) Sq Sq + w2Sq Sq + 0 0 sl 0 
L + 22) 1 (w1w3 + w2 + w1w2 Sq 
a2,* 2 1 2 1 + w3 sl ] = [Sq Sq + w1Sq + w2Sq + w1w2 • 1 I 
5.8.3. n = 48 + .).,,2-,,} 1. 
EO,q 
= U
q+n + R 1 
E1,q 
1 = 
Hq+n+1 + S + Uq+n+3 + Uq+n+4 
E2,q 
= 
Hq+n+1 + Hq+n+2 
1 
E3,q 
= 
Uq+n+1 
1 
where R = Hq+n+4 , S = Hq+n+2 ii' n :: 3 (mod 8) 
It = S = 0 if n :: 7 (moa 8) • 
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212 ) I Sq Sq + (wI + w2 Sq o 
A o 
B 
c 
where 4 1 2 if n == 3 (mod 8) A = Sq + w4, B = Sq , C = Sq 
A = B = C = 0 if' n == 7 (mod. 8) • 
d.l ,. 2 2 0 0 0 
= Sq + wI + w2 I 
2 1 0 I 0 Sq Sq + wl w2 + w3 
Sq 
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5.9 We wish to use 1.9 to enumerate the cross-sections of 
our bundle over B ",.rl. th fibre 0/0. Hence we need to compute the 
n 
order of the group 1T~ for this bundle. We show that if 
dim D ~ n + 5 the above tables give enough of the spectral sequence 
4.19 for us to tackle this. The spectral sequence is a half-plane 
one, ~~d can be plotted as follows: 
1- -
• 
2 
• • 
1 
• 
E1 ,2 .,.,.1,1 
.u 1 1 
o 
• 
EO,1 
1 
EO,O 
1 i,.. _ _ _ 
~ 
-2 -1 0 1 2 s-t 
The El groups below the horizontal dotted line are given in 5.8 
(if n 5 1 mod 4, we draw the line just above s = 2 instead of s = 3). 
We need to find the E groups in ~~e column s - t = 0. Since d 
00 r 
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increases s by r and decreases s - t by 1, all the differentials 
affecting EO,O 
1 ' ••• 
have source and target either in the 
region below the dotted line or in the quadrant s - t ~ 0, s ~ 4 
(s ~ 3 if n = 1 mod 4). Therefore the following lemma shows we 
have all the groups we need provided dim B fi n + 5. 
If dim B , n + 5, then EBJt = 0 when s - t , ° 1 
and s ~ 4 (s ~ 3 if n = 1 mod 4) • 
Proof. The MPT's of 5.1 kill homotopy groups up to ~ 5(0/0) n+ n 
in four stages (three if n = 1 mod 4). By the exact sequences of 
s 2.8, the graded coefficient module r of the SliiPT has zero 
components in degrees, n + 5. when s ~ 4 (s ;;, 3 if n == 1). Thus 
for s in this range, E~,t = <1£ t-S(BjrS) is a direct sum of 
cohomology groups of dimensions ~ n + 6 + t - s, and therefore vanishes 
if s - t lEi 0 and dim B ~ n + 5. 
5.11 Applic~ion: e~~eration of i~nersio~jl~the metast~~ 
I..an~e!..... Let II be a smooth m-manifold. According to the theorem 
of Hirsch r. 8] as formulated by James and. l'homas [10], the number 
1 th . i f II in Rm+n (n ... 2) of regular homotopy c asses of smoo ~mmers ons 0 . p 
is equal to the nmnber of homotopy classes of cross-sections of ~~e 
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bundle with fibre % associated to the stable normal bundle of l~. 
n 
In the metastable range n ~ ~ + 1, this bundle satisfies the 
hypothesis of 1.9: hence the number of immersions is either. zero or 
(J 
the order of the g roup 'ITO of the bundle. 'Vlhen m ~ n + 5 and 
n ~ 7, the spectral sequence of 5.8 can be used to compute the 
order of 'IT~ • If the requisite Stiefel-Whitney classes and 
Steenrod operations in II are known, the only remaining problem is 
the evaluation of the higher differentials. 
We apply the method to real projective m-space pm. 
5.12 !h~. Suppose pm can be smoothly immersed in 
2m-k R I where 1 ~ k ~ 5 and m - k ~ 7. Then the number of regular 
homotopy classes of such ~~ersions is as follows: 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
4 
8 
2 
8 
4 
8 
2 
1 
4-
2 
32 
1 
2 
32 
3 
1 
2 
614-4-
1 
48 
4 
6:144. 
4 
1 
1 
1 
64- or 16 
1 
1 
4 
256 
5 
8 or 4 
1 
8 or 4 
32 
8 or 4 
1 
32 or 16 
256 
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The cases k = 2, m == 1 (mod ll-) and. k = 1, all mare .covered 
by theorems of James and Thomas [11]. The result in the case 
k = 4, m = 1 (mad 4) is given by licC1endon [12]. The alternatives 
in the last two columns are due to our failure to evaluate certain 
hi~er differentials. Every entry in the table is meaningful, 
for the results of [15] imply that there is an integer m in eve~ 
residue class mod 8 such that pm inunerses in 2m-5 R • 
We prove 5.12 in the case m == 1 (mad 8), k = 3. The other 
'cases are established by very similar calculations. Let v be the 
stable normal bundle of p8x+l, x ~ 2. Then wl (v),w3(v),w5 (v) are 
zero, and w2(v),w4(v) are non-zero. Table 5.8.2 gives the follovnng 
portion of the spectral sequence for the bundle p with fibre 
O/O(8x-2) associated vrlth v : 
s 
3 0 0 0 22 
2 0 Z2 + 0 Z2 + 0 Z2 + Z2 
I< 
• , Z2~~Z2+Z2+0 ..... "-I Z"l+O+O+O Z2+Z2-1:0+Z3 .. "-
..... 
--... 
0 o + Z2 Z2 + Z2 o + Z2 ~Z2 + Z2 
') 
-1 0 1 2 s-t 
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s t The non-zero components of dl ' are represented by solid 
arrows. There is only one higher differential in the diagram which 
o -1 8x-2( 8x+l ) 8x+l( 8x+l ) 
could be non-zero, namely d2' : H P i Z2 -+ H P iZ2 
(the dotted arrow). We s.~ow d~,-l is zero. Since v is an 
8x+l 
even multiple of the Hopf line bundle over P ,v is induced 
from a stable real vector bundle e over the complex projective 
space Cp4x by the natural projection 1T:p8x+l -+ Cp4x [1 J. Let 
p' be the bundle with fibre o/o(8x-2) associated with e, and 
its speotrul sequenoe 
denote by IE;*, 'd;* I. By naturality there is a commutative diagram 
•• 
11 
-+ 
But 1T*:IE~,-l -+ ~~,-l is 1T*:H8x- 2(CP4x;Z2) -+ H8x- 2(p8x+l;Z2) , 
80 is an isomorphism and tE~,2 is zero from 5.8.2. By 
0,-1 
commutativity, d2 = O. 
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Hence Z Z Z ~2,2 Z ~ 2 + 2 + 3,.600 ..-.. 2 , 
SO 1T~ (p) has order 48. By 5.11 the number of immersions of 
8x+l P 
5.12. 
in R16x- l is either 48 or O. 
8x+l In fact P does immerse in 
This gi.ves one entry in table 
it should be 
possible to recover this result from the spectral sequence and 1.11 
by observing 1T~l(P) ~ E~,l ~ E~,l ~ H8X(p8x+ljZ2) and showing 
that under this isomorphism the obstruction element ()(p) of 1.11 is 
mapped to wax(V) = O. 
Theorem 5.12 has some geometrically interesting corollaries. 
5.13 .92!.ollar.J:. Let f be a smooth immersion of pn in 
2m-2 2m-3 R or R ,where m = 48 ~ 12 and m is not a power of 2. 
Then f is regularly homotopic to an embedding. 
Proof. There is an embedding of pm in R2m- 3 under these 
• conditions by [13]. According to 5.12 this embedding belongs to the 
same regular homotopy olass as f. 
§6. Enumerating unstable vector bundles 
6.0 Let X be n connected n-dimensional complex, and 
e a stable isomorphism class of real vector bundles over X. 
Then e can be realised by an (n+l)-plane bundle over X, and 
this bundle is unique. The question arises: given k , nJ how 
many k-plane bundles belong to the class e (if any)? James 
and Thomas [9] give a formula for the ans'\"l'cr in the case k = n, 
provided either n is odd or w1(e) = O. From this they compute 
the number of n-dimensional normal bundles to pn. We obtain 
further results by generalising the method of [9]. We show (6.13) 
that a formula analogous 'Ilith those of [9] gives the number of 
n-plane bundles in the claes e also for n even and wl(e) ~ O. 
Then we nttempt to eeneralise the method to tackle the problem 
when k < n: we obtain no neat formulae, but we compute the 
number of (n-l)- and. (n':'2) -dimensional normal bundles to pn 
in certain cases (6.16). 
We now make explicit the equivalence relation mod.ulo which 
we intend to enumerate bundles. Throughout §6 1'1e adopt the following 
terminology: a k-plane bundle over X means a Ie-d.imensional real 
vector bundle together with a preferred orientation for the fibre 
over the base-point of X. Isomorphisms of k-plane bundles are 
required to preserve the orientation on the fibre. (In the case 
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of orientab1e vector bundles, an orientation on the fibre 
determines an orientation on tho bundle, and we are classifying 
bundles up to oriented isomorphism.) The isomorphism classes of 
k-plane bundles over X are therefore in one-one correspondence with 
the based homotopy olasses ~ -+ BOk • 
6.1 Let the stable class e be classified by f: X -+BO. 
Regard the natural map p BOk -+BO as the projection of the 
universal bundle with fibre a/Ok. The k-p1anc bundles in the stable 
olass e are in one-one correspondence TIlth the elements of the 
inverso imaS0 p:1 {f} of the homotopy class of f by 
here [x,y J is the set of based homotopy 
classes X -+ Y, and \Te shall denote the base-point of any space 
byo. 
Consider a more eencra.1 8i tuation. Let q: Y -+ BO be any 
fibration: we investigate q:1 {f 1 C [x,Y J. Any element of 
q:1 {f I has a representative g: X -+ Y such that gg = f : X -+ BO 
(by tho covering homotopy property). We call g a lifting of f. 
Let go,gl: X -+Y be 1iftings of f: we say go,gl are 
homotopic over f if they are connected by a homotopy gt: X -+Y 
such that qgt = f for all t E I. As in 2.2, ~e denote by 
[X, Y If the set of homotopy c1a.sse s over f of 1iftings of f. 
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Then 
(A) thero is a canonical surjection [X" y Jf -+ q:1 {f} 
(B) [X"Y]r is canonically isomorphic to the set of 
homotopy classe5 of sections of the fibration induced from 
q : Y -+ BO by f: X -+ Y. 
When q is p: BOk -+ BO, (B) ShOVlS that [X,BOk]f 
is equivalent to the sot of sections of the a/ok-bundle associated 
ilith the stable class e. Hence we can hope to ca.1culate its order 
from the spectral sequences 5.8. We then investigate the 
surjection (11.) by a method nOi1 to be described, the idea of which 
is due to James and. Tho~1.S [9 J. 
--1 fre define an action of tho group KO X on [x,YJr Consider 
the diagram 
whero W is the projection and m the identification map 
111 X x S -+ X A S = SX (n9 regard S as l/ar). .An element 
--1 f3 E KO X is a s table bundle over SX. From f3 and our stable 
bund10 e we obtain a stable bundle over X x Sl. 
6.2 Definition lie * {p, e> is the Whitney sum. m f3 EP we. 
Then (f3,e>1 X x 0 is stably isomorphic to e, and 
(p,e>/ 0 x Sl is trivial. Hence (p,e> can bo cl.:tssificd by 
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1 
a map F = F P : X x S -+ BO such that F(x,O) = fx, 
FCo x Sl) = o. Then the compo~ite X x I -+X x Sl ~BO of 
Fp with the identification map is a based self-homotopy of 
f : X -+ BO. For any element T] E [X'Y]f" this homotopy can 
be lifted to a homotopy G:X x I -+Y such that GIX x 0 
represents 17. 
6.3 Definition p.T] E [X'Y]f is the class of G/X x 1. 
It is easy to sh0\1 po 1] is nell-defined. To sho\1 that 
--1 [] 6.3 gives an action of ICO X on X,Y f' \19 must verify that 
(f31 + f32)·~ = Pi({32· 17) for P1,/32 E KQ-lx. This follorrs from 
the fact that addition in K'O-lx t<J [SX,BO] is induced by the 
H'-structure SX -+ SXv SX, whence tho self-homotopy of f 
obtained from Ff3 f3 : X x Sl -+ BO can be taken to be the 
1+ 2 
track sum of those obtained from Ff3 ,Ff' • 
1 2 
We can describe tho surjection 6.1 (A) in terms of this 
action. 
6.4 Proposition (i) In tho situation of 6.1, q:l{f} 
is the orbit set of the action 6.3. Explicitly, T]0,171 E [x'Y]f 
have the same imago in [X,Y] iff there exists f3 E Ko-lx 
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(ii) Let PEKo-lx, T]E[x'Y]r Then P·T]=11 iff 
there is a classifying map X x Sl -+ BO for (P, e > which has 
a lifting H : X x Sl -+Y such that Hlx x 0 represents 77. 
Proof.. (i) If p.T] = 111 , thon by construction 1] and o 0 
1]1 have representatives Ylhich arc (based) homotopic as maps 
x -+ Y. Conversely, suppose 1] and 
o 
1]1 have homotopic 
representatives 
go,gl lift f, 
of f : X -+ BO. 
go' gl • Take 0. homoto py G: go ~ gl. Sine e 
qG : X x I -+BO is a (based) self-homotopy 
1 So qG factors through a map X x S -+ BO, 
which represents a stable class ¢ E KO(X x Sf) uhose restriction 
- 1 ~ 1 
to KO(X v S ) fI:1Ko X EB Ko'S is (e,O). Let 11',m be as in 
the diagr~ preceding 6.2. The eloment ¢ - rr*e E Ke(X x 81 ) 
rostriots to zero in Ko(X v sl), so ¢ - 11'*e = m*{3 for some 
P E iD(sx). By definition of the action, P.11
o 
= ~1. 
(ii) Let F : X x Sl -+ BO be a classifying map for (p, e) 
such that F(x,O) = fx. Then {3.1] = 1] iff the homotopy 
X x I -+ X x sl E. BO oan be lifted to a homotopy G-: X x I -+ Y 
such that GIX x 0, GIX x 1 represent 77.' If this happens, we 
can arrange G(x,o) = G(x,l) by the covering homotopy property: 
hence P.77 = 1] iff F lifts to H : X x Sl -+ Y i1ith H Ix x 0 
repre s onti ng 1]. 
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6.5 In the applications of 6.4, lie need some results about 
classical obstruction and difference classes. Let p: Y ~ B 
be a f'i bration, and let 
,. .1.4 • 
.... o/\. • • •• 
be an MPT for p. Suppose a map f: X ~ yr is given, where 
r < m and X is a complex. Since yr+l ~YT is induced from 
the univ€rsal fibration over :J<.(f",l) by kr : yr~.J«rr,l), 
there is a lifting g: X ~yr+l iff f·kr E ~l(X;tr) is zero. 
If liftinga to yr+l exist, they are enumerated (up to homotopy 
over f) by differenco classes in a-l (X; tr). Explicitly, if 
g,h : X ~yr+l lift f, then an element D(h,g) E~o(X;rr) is 
defined; and as h vnries, the correspondenoe h ~D(h,g) is 
a bijection frou [X,yT+IJ:r onto 1e o(X;tr). To prove thiS, one 
notos that [x,r+lJf is isomorphic to the set of homotopy 
classes of sections of the fibration induced by f from 
yr+l ~ yT, and the result foll0\7s from application of 1.8 and 
4.19. An alternative proof follm7s from the follouing 
reinterpretation of D(h,g), vlhich will be needed later. Let 
¢ : Z ~ r+l be the fibration induced from yNl ~ yr.:t. by 
yr+l ~ yr. Then there is a diagram containing two pullback squares: 
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z ..... yr+l ..... PBX (ril',l) 
'" 
cpl , ! ! / / 
, 
kr yr+l ..... yr ..... 1< (rt',l) 
l 
• 
• 
• 
l 
B 
The horizontal map r 1 ..... X(rt',l) has a standard 
factorisation through PBj(tr,l) via the dotted map 1 : yr+1 ~yr+l. 
Hence there is a standard homotopy from yr+1 ~ X(rX",l) to the 
oomposi te r+1 ..... B ~ 1< (t' ,1) where s is the inolusion of 
the zero section in the Eilenberg-MacLane object Je(r r,l). Hence, 
by the diagram in 2.6, <t> : Z ~ r+l is fibre homotopy equivalent 
in a standard way to the induced Eilenberg-MacLane object 
-V(...r) r+l r+l r+l 
..A .1' ,0 xBY .~ Y over Y • By abuse of language, we may 
regard cp (for homotopy purposes) as an Eilenberg-MccLane object, 
ani we have a pullbaCk diagram: 
X(rX",O)~yr+1 .4 r+1 
(6.6) s· i 14> 
Yr+l ~_x I • 
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Here Sf is the zero seotion, and by construction 
PSf QJ 1. Now let g : X ~ yr+l be any lift of f: X .... yr. 
Then maps h: X .... yr+1 lifting f correspond to maps 
h : X .... X(rr,O)~yr+1 with ¢Ii = g: 
Hence {hl .... {fi} is a bijection 
6.8 ~E: Let l. be the universal class of the 
]''i1enberg-MacLane object ¢. Then in the notation of the 
diagram, D(h,S) = fi*l.. 
Proof. By natura1ity, D(h,g) = D(h,g) (~here g satisfies 
- A,-) (--) -* -* pg = ~g = g. But D h,g = h ~ - g ~ beoause the representation 
isomorphism de.°(X; rt') N [x, X(rr,O)~yr+l]giS defined by 
difference classes (2.3,2.6). Since 
so g*, = O. Therefore D(h,g) = !it . 
-PSf ~ 1, we have gsl ~ g, 
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If' g,h: X ~ r+l lift f', then we have obstructions 
* r+l * r+l .. r+2 g k ,h k to l1ft1ng g,h respectively to Y • 
6.9 proposition. Suppose the MPT c-!i'l of 6.5 is the first 
tmver o.n of an SMFT for p : Y ~ B. Then h *kr+l _ g'" kr+l = 
o 
d~,rD(h,g), where d~,r is the differential in the spectral 
sequence 4.19. 
..r+l Proof. Using the natural map Y ~ Y , we add one more 
induced f'ibration ¢ to diagram 6.6: 
y 
The composite PP is homotopic to the map v of' 4.17 (with 
Y in place of X): for the fibration ¢ is identified with 
an Eilenberg-MacLane f'ibration by the canonical homotopy of 
yr+l ~ :K(rr-,l) into the zero section, so '" is identified 
~ith J«rr,o)xBY ~Y by the composite of this homotopy with 
Y ~yr+l, and this is the method of 4.2. 
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- 1«~) yr+l --Let h: X -+ J.~ ,0 ~ satisfy ¢h = g, iJh = h 
'" r+l -* '" r+l (diagram 6.7). Then h k = h J.l k • life determine 
'" r+l -4,,1(:J«rt') r+l rr-+l) .• J.l k E &C ,0 ~Y; • The proJect10n 
¢ : j«t' ,0)xBr+1 -+ yNl splits the cohomology sequence of the 
( (-r) r+1 r+1) pair J< J.r ,0 xBY "Y • Hence we have a split short exact 
sequence 
'" r+l '" '" '" r+l '" and so p k = ¢ s' p k + j a for some unique 
a E ~C(X(t"10)~r+1,r+1;rt'+1). Since s'p Q! 1, 
p*kr+l = ¢"'kr+1 + j*a. Consider the images of these classes 
under the homomorphism of oohomology sequences indm ed by the 
map P : (k(t',O)~Y,y) -+ CK(rr,o)~yr+1,yr+1). Since 
pp Q! v, we can apply 4.18 to deduce that P*P*kr +1 lies in 
jt1(~(rr,o)xBYly;rt'+1) and is the universal example for the 
twisted operation ~,r in the speotra1 sequence or the 
induced fibration Y ~ Y -+ Y. Hence P"'¢"'kr +1 = 0, and. p *a 
is this universal example. We claim 
p'" : ae 1(K(rt' ,O)~yr+l,r+1; rr+1) -+ ~l(1c(rr ,0)xBY ,Yj rr+l) 
is an isomorphism. For if the fibre of p: Y -+ B has oonnectivity 
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fibration-pair whose fibre and base-pair both have co~~ectivity 
~ Cj and r r+l has zero groups in gradings > 2c by definition 
of SMFT 3.4 (ii). So ... p is i50 by the Leray-3erre spectral 
sequence. Henoe l by nnturality of the speotral soquence 4.19, 
a is the universal example for the operation ~Ir in the 
fibration over yr+l. We have 
h *kr+l -'" '" r+l = h J.l k :; -* ... r+l -* h¢k +ha 
= g "'kr+l + h"'d~,r(L.) 
where L. is the universal olass of .1«f',o)xBr+
l
• By 6.8 
and so 
-* r,r( ) h dl ... 
6.10 The primary obstruction case. Suppose dim X = k, 
where k is even, and we wish to find. the number of k-plane 
bundles in a stable class e classified by f : X -+ BO. We 
construct an MPl' of height 1 for p : BOk -+ BO by taking 
--1<+1 ,... Wk+l E Ir- (BO;Z) as k-invariant: 
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BOk 
J, 
y1 
J, P1 
17 
X t BO .Jc+1 ~O (Z,k+1) 
This MPT kills 1Tk (O/Ok) fI:I Z : hence the fibre of 
BOk -+y1 is k-connected., so [x,BOk ] ~ [x,yI] and the 
number of k-plane bundles is the order of p~:;'{d c [x,ylJ. 
By 6.4(i), p~;[fl is the orbit set of [x,yI]f under 
--1 KO X. The next propo3i tion determines the action. 
Let g: X -+ yl be aI\Y lifting of f (these certainly 
exist) and. hd its class in [x,ylJr- If (1 EKo-lx, the 
eloment p.{g] E [x,yl]f is completely determined by the 
difference D(fi·{gl, {gl) E ffk(x; Z), where Z is the system 
of integer coefficients twisted by wIce): X -+K(Z2,1) = K (autZ,l). 
k 
6.11 ;Proposition D(f3. {g}, {g1)= '8 >' G'I7.f3. wk_ie where i~"2" l. 
(7 : Hi(SX; Z2) -+ Hi - l (X;Z2) is the suspension isomorphism and 
~ : Hk-l(X;Z2) -+~(X;Z) is the Bockstein operation associated 
,." 
with mod 2 red.uction of the tyristed integer coefficients Z. 
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Proof'. Let (P, e) be the stable bundle of' 6.2; let 
F : X x Sl ~ BO be a classifying map for (P, e> such that 
F(x,O) = f'Xj and let G: X x I ~yl be a lifting of' 
X x I -+ X x 81 ~ BO such that G(x,O) = gx. Then the map 
h : X ~yl defined by hx = G(x,l) represents p.{gl. 
Consider the commutative diagram 
X x OJ: C X x I 
" 
"-
" (g,h) . ~ (6.12) G " ... ~ 
proj 1 '" 1 yl I~O (Z,k)xBOY ~ IJ 
X Jfl ® t ~.~j yl 
> BO g . 
,',here ® is a cam of 6.6. The dotted map exists by the 
pullback property, and consists of' maps 
- ~ (N 1 - '" 1 g : X x 0 ~K]o Z,k)'130Y ' h: X x 1 ~IS30(Z,k)~OY • 
By 6.8, h*~ = D(!'. {g 1, {g}), g~ = 0 ·.'Ihere L is the universal 
class. Consider the composite 
If(l130(Z,k)xBOYl; z') ~ If+l(BO,yljZ) J.* rf+l(BO;Z') where 
T is the relative transgression in the induced fibration square 
@, !f+1(BO,yl;Z) is defined in terms of the mapping cylinder 
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1.* * of Y -+ BO, and J is induced by inclusion. j T maps (.. 
to -Vlk+1' as fo11ol"ls from the commutative diagram 
i * 1 
tt{(K(Z,k) ;z) 
in uhich i : K(Z,k) C KBo(Z,k)~oy1 is the inclusion of the 
fibre in the Ei1enberg-MacLano fibration, and t is the 
tra.nsgression in the fibration K(Z,k) C y1 -+ BO. 
Diagram 6.12 yields a commutative diagram 
c -)* k IV 1"" g,'h k "" II (~O(Z,k)~OY ;Z) -+ H (x,~x "l;Z) 
81 1 8 
k+1 1 IV 1 "" 
G* 
Hk+1(X x I,X x IV H (Y ,E]O(Z,k)xBOY ;Z) -+ ariZ) 
p;r i~ 
If! 
k+1(BO y1 .Z,) -+ Hk+1(X x Sl,X;Z) 
II " 
j* ! l~ 
if+1(BO;Z) E. * Hk+1(X x Sl ;z) 
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where ~ is induced by F : X x Sl ~ BO and g: X ~yl. 
Sime j*Tt. = -Wk+l' there is a class Y E I.f+\BO,yl;Z') 
• * 
wi th PI l' = 8,.. and j Y = -Wk+l. Now 
(g,h) \ = (0,1)(,e. {g}, {g}) E If(x x ar;Z) R:I ItC(x x 0) G1 If(x x 1) 
as proved above, and 8(0, D(,e. {e}, {gj) is 
D(,e.{e},{g}) x W E If+l(X x I,X x ~;Z) where w generates 
Hl (I,CI;Z). By commutativity, ~y E ~+l(X x Sl,XiZ) maps to 
D(,e. {g}, {g D x ~ E If+l(X x I,X x or ii)' and to 
-F *Wk+l = -Wk+l «,e, e) in If+l(X x S\Zj. Hence 
Wk+l <,e~ e> = D(,e· {g}, {g n x CI) where CI) generates Hl(Sl;Z). 
But wk+l <,e,e) = &';7k<,e, e) r,here '8 is the twisted Bockstein 
([22], §38.8), and. Wk(,e,e>= wk(m"',e $ 1T"'e) (6.2) 
~ lie lie 
= ) m W.,e.1Twk .e 
.. -i J. -J. 
i=O 
k 
~ 
= wke ® 1 + L (UtliP ~ CI)e(wk_ie ® 1) 
1=2 
(for Vilf3 lies in a. zero group) 
k 
,,-, 
= WI" e ® 1 + C~ (Jt;T. ,e.uk .: e) ® CI) \0 • .-I J. -.,I. 
i=2 
• • ~ Ji) (13 0 19 I, {g})x CI) = &.rlc<,e, e> 
",...k. 
= (IS /. (J tl'i,e.wk_i e )x CI) 
i=2 
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N 
since <S,-;k e = 0 for dimensional reasons and 6J is an integral 
class. 6.11 follows. 
The follorring generalises 1.8 of [9]. 
6.13 The~. Let e be a stable real vector bundle over 
a k-dimensional complex X, \"/herc k is even. Then the number 
of k-plano bundles (modulo isomorphism preserving fibre-
orientation) stably equivalent to e equals the order of the 
cokernel of the homomorphism 
defined by 
6.11. 
t:. : K'O-lx -+ If:(X;Z} 
k 
t:.(,,) = '8 L "Wi" • wk_i e, Ylhere Z, ", 
i=2 
Proof. A is a homomorFhism because 
N 
5 are as in 
\Ii (PI m ( 2 ) = rliPl + rli "2 for "1' "2 E KG (SX). In the notation 
1 
of 6.10 , the elements of [x"Y]f are enumerated by difference 
classes in JIk(X;Z); and. 6.11 shows that tVl0 elements lie in the 
same K6-lx-orbit iff their difference class lies in the image of 
t:.. Hence the orbits are in (non-canonical) one-one correspondeDce 
with coker t:.. 
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6.14 (n-l)- and (n-21-dirn~siona~normal bunclles ~ pn. 
In prinoiple, one oan use 6.4(i) to determine the number 
of k-plane bundles in a stable olass e over X when 
dim X > k (taking Y = BOk , q = p : BOk ~BO in 6.4). But the 
action of KO-~ on [X, BOk]f seems difficult to compute in 
general. We restrict our attention to the case ~hen X is real 
projeotive n-space pn, n ~ 3 (mod 4), and e is the stable 
normal bundle. If k ~ 7, the order of [pn ,BOk]f 
by 5.12. 
(mod 4). 
[ ] --l( n By the results of 19, KO p) F::$ Z2 for 
This greatly simplifies the calculation. 
is given 
The following lemma is immediate f"rom 1.9 of [9]. 
6.15 ~~~. Let (J: ~(sxJl;Z2) ~ Hi - l (pn;Z2) be the 
suspension isomorphism, and x the generator of Hl (pn;Z2). 
Then if n P 3 (mod 4), the Stiefel-YIlhi tney classes of the 
non-trivial element p E K'O-l(pn) satisfy d w.p = xi - l 
~ 
(1 < i , n+l). 
6.16 Theorem. Let n,. 3 (mod 4); let k be either n-l 
or n-2, 
2n-2 R • 
n k ~ 7. If k = n-2, assume P can be immersed in 
Then the number of k-dimensional normal bundles to pn 
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(modulo isomorphism preserving fibre-orientation) is as follows 
° 
1 2 
k = n-l {l if n = 2q 6 3 
2 otherwise 
k = n-2 1 3 1 or 2 
L-
Proof. As before, let p: BOle -+ BO be the standard 
fibration, am. let f pn -+ BO classify the stable normal bundle 
e • 
(a) ~!+-sJ k = n-l. This is proved in [9J, 1 .. 12. 
(b) n = !tSt Ie = n-2. By 5.12, there is exactly one section 
of the O/Ok-bundle associated with e. Hence (6.1) [pn,BOk~ 
contains one element, and there is exactly one k-plane b~~dle in the 
class e. 
(c) .n....::.lrs+l. k ~.!l-!. From the MFT 5.1 for BO
n
_l -+ BO 
we obtain the following HPT killing 1T
n
_l (O/On_l) ~ Z and 
1Tn (O/On_l) ~ Z2 + Z2 : 
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BO 
n-l 
1 
y2 
1 
yl 
1 
w x w 1 n n+ 
leBO (Z,n)x K(z2,n+l) 
and by 5.8.0 the differential d~'o Hn-l(B;Z) + ~(B;z2)~n+~(B;z2) 
pn f BO 
-+ ) 
in the induced spectral sequence for a stable bundle e over base 
B 1s given by (a,b) -+ Sq2a + YT2(fJ).a + \71 (0) ·b. 
f : pn -+BO lifts to yl, since W e = 0, w le = 0. The 
n n+ 
liftings are enwnerated (up to homotopy over f) by difference 
classes in Hn-l(pn;Z) + Hn(~;Z2)' so [pn,yl~ has four elements. 
Represent these by maps f l , ••• , f4 : pn -+ yl such that 
D(fl'f2) generates ~(pn;z2) and D(fl'f3) generates nn-\pn;z). 
Each fi lifts to y2 (the obstruction is in a zero group), and 
the liftings of each are enu~erated by Hn(pn;Z2). Let fil,fi2 
represent the two liftings of f i • Since [pn ,BOk]f ~ [pn, y2]f 
has eight elements (5.12), the eight f ij belong to distinct 
elements of [pn,y2 Jf• 
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Let fi E lCO-1(pn) be the non-trivial element, and let 
F : pn x Sl --+ BO be a classifying map for the stable bundle 
<fi,e) of 6.2 such that F(x,o) = fx, x E pn. For each pair 
(i,j) with 1, i ~ 4, j = 1 or 2 we attempt to lift F to 
n 1 2 ( ) p x S --+ Y such that F .. x,o = f .. x. 
:LJ :LJ 
The known Stiefel-'Whitney classes of e am f3 (6.15) 
quickly yield IV (f3, e) = 0, 'IV 1(f3~ e) = o. Hence F lifts to 
n n+ 
pn x Sl --+ yl • 
Hn-l(pn x S\Z) 
The liftings are enumerated by 
is an epimorphism, there exist liftings n 1 __ 1 F. : P x S --+ r 
:L 
(i = 1, •.. ,4) such that F.(x,o) = f.x. F. lifts to y2 iff 
:L :L:L 
. 'Ill . .n+1 n 1 ) the obstruchon Fik E Ii (p X S ;Z2 vanishes. Noro" Fi is 
not uni~uely defined up to homotopy over F, but any two choices 
for Fi agree on pn x 0, so their difference class lies in 
n-l( n 1 n ) n( n 1 n ) H P x S,P x o;Z + H P x S ,P x 0;Z2. Since this group 
is annihilated by d~'o, it follous from 6.9 that F;k1 is well-
defined. 
Since D(fl'f2) generates H
n(pn;Z2)' He can choose F2 
so that D(Fl ,F2) is the generator , of Hn(pnx 0;Z2)C ~(pnx Sl;Z2). 
Therefore by 6.9 
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F; kl _ F; kl = a~'O(o,,) = wl(p,e>. , 
= 0 
since i7l < p,e) = 0 from 6.2. Likewise F;kl = F: kl. 
For a suitable choioe of F3 , D(Fl ,F3) is the generator n of 
nn-l(pnx Oi Z) C If1-1(pnx Sl;Z). Therefore by 6.9 
F;kl - F;kl = a~,o(T],o) = Sq21] + w2 < [3, e). 1] • 
n+l( n 1 ) This is the non-trivial element of H P x S ;Z2 : for 
\72 <P, e> = x ® w + x2 ® 1 from 6.2, Vlhore x and. w generate 
Hl(pn;Z2) and Hl (Sl;Z2). Therefore either F;kl = F;kl = 0 
and F;kl = F~kl ~ 0, or vice versa. Renumbering if necessar,y, 
nIl. 2 
we can assume the former_ Then F l,F 2 : p x S -+ Y l~ft to Y , 
whence by 6.4 (ii) P acts trivially on either fll or f 12, 
ana either :f' 21 or f 22' and so trivially on all four. F 3 and 
F4 ao not lift, so p.{f31 J = {f32 }, P-{f'41 J = {f'42J. Thus 
there are six orbits of' the action of' KO-l(pn) on [x,~ t e 
Since BO 1 -+y2 is an (n+l)-equivalence, 
n-
--Ie n) KO P -orbi ta, and there are six bundles 
(d) P = 4s~lt k = n-2; and 
[x ,BOn_l ]f has six 
in the class e. 
(e) n = 48+2. k = n-l. The proof's are f'ormally similar to 
that of' (c), and are omitted. 
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(f) n = 4.B+2, k = n-:~. 5.12 shows that (pn,BO
n
_2 ]f 
contains t'\10 element s, so the number of orbits is one or trio. 
There are ~70 iff the corresponding (p,e) has geometrical 
dimension ~ n-2, but I ao not know whether this is so. 
Theorem 6.16 would be more interesting if one coula give 
geometrioal constructions for all the bundles, and more useful 
if one coula fina invari~nts aistinguishing than. 
Appendix 1. Proof of '1'~rem 3.J. 
AI.l J.emma. Let F .... E .... B be a fibration such that 
(i) F,E,Bare all c-connected, where c ~ 1 
(ii) .,,2l .... "'2cE is a monomorphism. 
Let ~ be the fibre of the suspended map EE .... EB. Then there is a 
na tural diagram 
EB 
and ~ induces isomorphisms of "'j for j , 2c + 1. 
Proof. ~ is induced by the canonical nullhomotopy of 
EF .... EB. The natural transformation of functors 1/1:1 .... ill: gives 
a. diagram 
F E B 
1/11 
ru:F 1/1 
, 
n~ 1 ~ 
O~ .... ru:E -+ 
in which the rows are fibrations. Each 1/1 is a (2c+I)-equivalence by 
(i). Applying five-lemma arguments to the exact homotopy sequences 
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of the rows, one sees that o.J..l 0 I/J induces isomorphismsoT l7j for 
j ~ 2c. Hence o.J..l has the same property. The Lemma follows. 
i i 1 Proof of 3.3. Let ~ be the fibre of X -+ X in the tower t".,1 t , 
and M. the fibre of Xi -+ B. 
l. 
i+l i i) The fibre of X -+ X is fijEZK(r J,j • 
The diagram 
Fi+1 
-+ 
Fi F X 
J, J, J, 
nK(ri j,j) -+ Mi+1 -+ Xi+1 
J, J, 
Mi -+ Xi 
J, 
B 
contains fibrations fiK(rij,j) -+ M. 1-+ M. 
l.+ l. 
(1) 
Fi -+ F -+ M. 
l. 
(2) • 
i But (2) induces short exact sequences of 17 , because 17 F -+ 17 F 
r r r 
is mono by the exact sequences of 2.9. Hence, by the diagram, 
i1) induces 0-+17 fiK(ri .,j) -+ 1T Mi 1-+ 17 Ili -+ 0 • r J r + r 
Since F is c-connected and e41 leaves 17 F unaltered for r > 20, 
r 
~j can be nOll~zero only in ~dings c < j ~ 2c. (4) 
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Thus by (3), (4) and induotion on i 
11 jMi can be non-zero only for c < j ~ 20 (5) 
We construot the tower a~ by induotion. Suppose we have 
r and f for r , i, and a diagram 
r 
with f a (2o+3)-equivalence. Then aX, aXi+l, aXi, rare 
i 
fibrations over B with fibres EF, EMi l' EM., and Ni (say). Denote + 1· . 
• ..1 i+l i by e, ~, ~,~ respeotively the fibres of aX ~ Y-, aX .~ aX , 
aXi+l ~ yi and aX ~ aXi. Then ~ is the fibre of EMi 1 ~ EM., and 
. + 1 
~ is the fibre of ~F ~ EM!. We have diagrams 
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i J.l 
1: [IlK(r j' j)] ~ ~ = ~ ~ qt 
~ J. J, l 
1:M Xi+1 i+l CO'; = aXi+1 (6) 
J, J, J, 
1:Mi 
i :C i 
C aX ~ f-
1:Fi ~ I:. I:. ~ e 
~ J, J, J, 
1:F C "x = aX (6') 
l J, 
:C 
J, 
1:M i 
aXi i yi ~ C 
in which each column is a :Cibration: ~he maps ~ arise :Crom Al.l 
and induce isomorphisms of ~ for r ~ 2c + 1. Since fi is a (2c+3) r . . 
equivalence, the homotopy exact sequences imply that ~ ~ qt, I:. ~ e 
are (2c+2)-equivalences. Hence ~he top rows o~ (6), (6') induce 
isomorphisms on ~ and ~ for r ~ 2c + 1. 
r-
. 1 
Construction o:C y2+. Consider (6). By (7), the suspended 
..-( 1 i i fundamental class 1:~ Ecre.. (E[nK(r j , j)]ir ) comes :Crom unique 
class act> E ~ l(~; ri), al/1 E 1e 1(1JI; r i ). Since -(. E1e°(nK(ri j ,j);ri ) 
transeresses to the k-invariant ki in the fibration IlK(rij,j) ~ Xi+l~ Xi, 
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it follows that a¢ transgresses to Ski in the centre column of (6), 
where S is the suspension homomorphism of 3.1. Let Ki E de 2(yi ;ri ) 
be the unique element with fi*Ki = _Ski (fi is a (2c+3)-equivalence). 
Then a¢ transgresses to _Ki in the right-hand column, and by 2.7 we 
construct 
'l' a!f4, nIc(ri j' j+l) 
J, J, 
aXi+l i (8) .... Pn J( (r ,2) 
J, J, 
yi 
i i K 
.... 1\. (r ,2) 
Let yi+1 .... yi be the fibration induced over yi by Ki, and 
fi+l: aXi+l .... yi+l the natural map. Then there is a commutative 
diagram 
aX .... yi+l .... yi is an elementary factorisation. To check this we 
have to show t.hen induced map onfibres, e .... nK(ri j ,J+l), induces 
epimorphisms on ~. The map aX .... aXi+l induces a map from diagram 
'" 
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(6') to (6) tho composites of the tno top rows appear in 
o 
Since eAt is an llPT, Fi ... nK(rij,j) induces epimorphisms of '".; 
so by the suspension theorem EFi ... t[nK(ri.,j)] induces epimorphisms 
J 
of '"r' r ~ 2c + 2. The bottom row induces epimorphisms of '". because 
itrep~esents the suspended fundamental class. Hence by commutativity 
e ... ~ ... nK(ri J ,j+l) indmces epimorphisms of '"r' r ~ 2c + 2: and 
i 
nK(r j' j+l) has no homotopy outside this range. 
Thus we may take yi+l ... yi as the next stage of aoA1. • 
fi+l is a (2c+3)-equivalence. Since yi+l ... yi is the induced 
fibration in (8), it suffices to show a~ ~ ... nK(ri j ,j+1) is a 
(2c+3)-equivalence. Considor (9). v induces isomorphisms of 
'"r for r , 20 + 1 by (6), and the natural map a~ 0 v also does. 
So it remains to investigate a~. on ,"2c+2 and '"2c+3. These 
homotopy groups of nK(rij,j+l) are·zero, so we need only show 
i+1 -~ ( 
'" 2c+2 ~ = O. But ~ is the fibre of aX ... r, and hence restricting 
to fibres over B) ~ is tho fibre of 1:11i +1 ... Ni • Thus 
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17'2 3N• -+ 17'2 2 IJt -+ 17'2 2Ell . 1 is exact. But 17'2 _r.M. 1 = 0 c+ ~ c+ c+ ~+ c+~ ~+ 
by (5) and the suspension theorem, and 17'2 3N• = 0 from the 
c+ ~ 
analogue of (5) for the tower ue4i. 
The inductive step is nou complete, and (i), (iii) of 3.3 
are proved. We prove (n). uaAt leaves 1Tj(EF) unaltered for 
j > 20 + l.by the choice of coefficient modules (4). Since 
n n kills homotopy up to 1T2cF"F ia 2c-connectedj hence EF ia 
(2c+l)-cpnneoted. Take i = n in (6 1 ): by (7), the fibre of 
uX -+.yo. is (2c+l)-connected. Hence ua/l1. kills homotopy up to 
17' 2c+l (EF) • 
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